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NEW MEXICO.

That submarine boat acts very mncl
like a Spanish cruiser.
Edward's crown will have 3,000 Jew
els. Half that number of hairs would
ult him better.
Argentina will apparently swallow a
Sufficient does of that Chile sauce to
see what It tastes like.
Ijord Kitchener Is sensitive about
his name. A kitchener by any other
would smell as sweet to Botha.
Minneapolis

Times:
The Filipinos
bad lot. but give the
teacher a little more time.

are a pretty
school

REPRESENTATIVES.

CORONATION

There Isn't any doubt that Orover
gout will
Cleveland's
discourage
would-b- e
presidents from growing
very (tout.

Reid, General Wilson and
Captain Clark to Go.
Washington. .Tnn. ir. Tho Cabinet
meeting yesterday was devoted largely
to tke consideration of the appointment of representatives of this country at the coronation of King Edward
VII. At the conclusion the following
designations wen) announced by tbc
secretary of state:
Special ambassador, Whltelnw Reld
of New York; representative of the
United States army, Geueral .lames H.
Wilson of Deiawnre; representative of
the United
States navy. Captain
Ohnrles E. Clark, commander of the
battleship Oregon during the Spnnisli-Ainerlcawar and now governor of
the naval home at Philadelphia.
There are to be three secretaries as
follows:
J. V. Morgan, Jr.. son of ,T. Plerpont
Morgan of New York; Edmund Lincoln Bayliss, n barrister of New York,
and William Wetmore, son of Senator
Wetmore of Rhode Island.
Mr. Choate, our nmbassador to London, who sailed
for his post,
will not, strictly sixMiking, hnve any
official connection with the special embassy. This was the fact during the
golden Jubilee, when Ambassador nay
was not even
a member of
the special representation of the Unitgovernment
As a matter
ed States
of fact, however, the United States
ambassador Is a very important figure
In the ceremonies and Is In almost every Instance attendant upon all the
functions in which the speciul representatives participate.
General
ilson had a conference
with Secretary Root at the War Department this afternoon and formally
accepted the appointment ns military
member of the special embassy to
y

Schley has declined an offer to lecture. Whether the verdict was just
or not, he will now be dearer to the
American people than ever.
A serum for tetanus has been discovered. It is said. In some caBes It
ought to be administered along with
tho antitoxin for diphtheria.

Commissioner
Rockhlll finds that
lie L'nlted States asked nothing of
.China except what was clearly in- London.
scribed on its laundry ticket.

Mr. Kipling is on his way to South GENERAL KITCHENER'S REPORT.
Africa and Richard Harding Davis il
He is Supposed to Be Engaged In Suron his way. to South America. Southrounding General De Wet.
ward the stars of literature take their
way.
London, Jan. 15. Perhaps the most
lniiKirtnnt point In Ixird Kitchener's
The public Is earnestly longing for weekly report, dated Johannesburg,
the day to come when the terrible January 13th, is the omission of all
shrinkage In the price of copper will mention Isof General DeWet, from
deduced thnt the British
it
strike a responsive thrill in hard which
eoliiuintidcr-iii-chie- f
is more than uscoaL
ually hopeful of effective results from
his present effort to surround DeWet.
In case any neutral power desires
Since the disaster at Zeefouteln
to use the Nicaragua canal while we strong British columns hnve been perare at war with another power all that sistently dogging DeWet's force, while
it will have to do will be to apply to armored trains have prevented him
from crossing the railroad line and
us for our consent.
havo forced him northward.
Lord
Kitchener is supplying DeWet's purany
And
Detroit Tribune:
nation suers with relays and remounts.
which objects to the kind of neutrality
Lord Kitchener reports that since
Uncle Sam will maintain along his January !tli twenty Boers havs been
capcanal will be at liberty to introduce killed, nine wounded, twenty-on- e
tured and that ninety-fiv- e
surrendered.
another brand if It can.
He also rejiorts the narrow escape of
Away down into old Missouri an General Botha from capture by General Bruce Hamilton. Hearing of a
Oshkosh philosopher chased the
concentration of Boers at Knapdar,
of his better half. He wanted Bruce Hamilton went to the spot, only
to congratulate him In person. Tbi to find that the Boers had lieen given
is glorified common sense.
the alarm and that 400 of them were
trekklug, three miles distant, with
Tin-ba." prosperous time "down General Botha In a cape cart, leading.
Bruce Hamilton chased the Boers for
In Maine,'' tlie farmers and truck
until his horses gave out,
of that state being enabled by seven miles,
thirty-twBoers and quantithe bhorlage In the West to command captured
of ammunition and stock.
practically their own prices for all ties
products.
Nebraska Treasurer Will Disgorge.

James J. (toutchey. who has held the
Secretary of the Interior E. A. Hitchas ranger on the Pecos forest cock bns denied a rehearing and rehas been apM)lnted deputy view of the homestead contest of the
collector by Intemnl Revenue CollectBenlgno Pndllln vs. Martin Bnrerras
or A. L. Morrison.
of Puerto de Luna, Guadalupe county,
John lKngvorth. for twenty years a and has closed the case. It having lieen
resident of Snu Marclal, who was decided In favor of Padllln. who had
brought to St. Vincent's hospital, San-l- a rented a school section from the terFe, on New Year's Day, died on the ritory of New Mexico upon which Martin Hin d i lis had made a homestend
Tth Instant of consumption.
I
lie claims to have occupied
Dr. C. R. Luton of Grand Haplds, which 18(17.
Michigan; A. R. Gibson of Snntn Fe since
and .Walter e). Douglas of New York
The Washington Times says: "The
will apply for a charier for a national Postofflce Department receives telegrams
county.
bank at I.ordsburg. Grant
almost dally reporting the
of postotflces In various sections
Over 2,000 men are employed by
country,
of
the
but a dispatch reculved
Good A Co., contractors, to rush to
completion Hie gnp on the El Paso & from a ostninster In New Mexico Is
Rock Island railroad to Santa Rosa. unique lu that it reports the theft of
February 1st Is thedate now set for tho nn entire postofflce. It is 1 ns follows:
'The Postmaster General: notify you
completion of the rallrond.
the 23d day of December n gang of
For the first time lu Its history of on
men assaulted nie
over 300 years have the Pueblo In- four liiimiuiltary
"
dians of Tnos pueblo consented to send and my deputy on that day at noon.'
edtheir girls out of the pueblo to be
The Santa Fe railroad is now In posucated. A numlier of them will arrive session o? the largest locomotive In the
at the United States Indian school In world. It Is destined for the mounSanta Fe In a few days.
tains of New Mexico, and If it does the
more
The Albuquerque Board of Education work expected of It forty-ninhas adopted a report asking the City like It will be built. The engine Is
J'otBlcll for an appropriation to erect guaranteed to haul 2,000 tons on a fifty-foo- t
costing
additional
school buildings,
grnde. It Is Its motive power that
$30,000, before next year. The schools has been one of the weak, If not the
are at present crowded beyond their only weak point of the Snntn Fe syslimit, and the half-dasystem Is em- - tem, but nR soon ns the ordeia placed
ployed In the lower grades.
by the Santa Fe's management are
Alamogordo, like other New Mexico filled the system will be second to none
towns, complains
of a shortage In lu equipment us far as motive iniwer is
available modern houses for new com concerned.
ers and henlthseekers.
For each deFor some time past It has been rucent house that is vacant there are
& Rio Grande
four applicants. The demand for fur- mored that the Denver
gauge
nished rooms at Alamogordo
also railroad will construct ato broad
Costilla and
line from Fort Garland
greatly exceeds the supply.
a
Hue would
thence to Taos. Such
William Lottou Brown died a
open n very rich agricultural and minsince at the home of his sister, ing section nnd would
be profitable
Mrs. A. C. Ralley. on Ute creek, In from the day of its beginning.
EngiColfax county. He was born nt Mornneering difficulties are not great and
ing Sun, lowt, on August i!8. 1801. In in these days are easily overcome.
188,'! he came to Rnnchos de Taos. TaThere are vast liodles of low grade
os county, where he published both an mineral in Tnos and Colfax counties.
English and Spanish newspaper.
These deposits cannot at present be
Sunday night, January 5th. burglars worked with any profit for lack of
entered the Boon QCB 1st dry goods store transportation. Santa Fe New MexiIn Albuquerque by climbing
through can.
the transom over the door on the Main
Dr. C. F. Blackington. sheriff of So
street side. They took about $25 In corro
county, had a narrow escape
silver and currency from the ensh from drowning in the Rio Grande. The
drawer and carried away about $500 doctor left Socojro to visit n small
worth of silks. The thieves made their town Just across the river, and was ridexit by unlocking the rear door.
ing a fine borM. He started in nt un
The way that Colorado settlers, pros- old ford and when half across the ani-aisuddenly stepped into n hole bepectors and businessmen come Booking
Into New Mexico indicates that either yond his depth, passed from under the
Colorado has been growing too fast or doctor and never came up to the surthet Colorado people In general are face, sinking Into quicksand. The) docawakening to the fact that New Mexico tor kept himself on top and was finally
has every natural advantage that Colo- rescued by several Mexican woodchpp-pers- ,
who were on the bank and no
rado possesses and a far more agreeable climate besides. Santa Fe New ticed the accident. They threw out a
userve,

rob-lter- y

e

y

few-day- s

o

It was anthat former State
Treasurer Joseph Bartley, who was recently given tin unconditional pardon
nfter serving four and a halt years for
a defalcation aggregating nearly $500,-00would pay back all or nearly all
of his shortage. The reason he gives
The Appellate Division of the New is that he wishes to prove to the people
York Supreme Court has established that he Is not a thief.
Bartley holds a large number of
the important fact that there is a
executed lu the stress times prepoint beyond which speculators cannol notes, to
181)0 by prominent politicians
go in a conspiracy to reduce the sell- vious
and business men, and It is from these,
ing price of securities 'without ren- the enforced collection of which he has
dering themselves liable to the peni- already begun, that he hopes to get the
money. No ban of limitation Is likely
tentiary.
to be raised, because borrowing from
Thomas B. Reed, In the treasury Is a crime, and it is pay
a speech at the St. Nicholas society's up or be prosecuted. He will also be
banquet in New York, asked his hear- aided by his bondsmen and Senator
ers to "honor that handful of Dutch- Millard's bank, nfnlnst which heavy
men who are holding at bay the war- Judgments are about to be rendered.
riors of the proudest nation of the
Oil Excitement at Boulder.
modern world." This is the nearest
Boulder, Colo., Jan. 15. The oil
to an expression of opinion on the
is about the sjimo in Boulder
Boer war that Mr. Reed has ever
as yesterday, except that an additlon-- I
given.
al number of peoole have become lu-- I
In oil projects. One lumber
When the Salvation Army gets hold terested
yesterday, got an order for twelve
of a drifting brother or sister It ealle firm
additional derricks to be gotten ready
them by these names, and means It, as toon as possible.
get
them a Job.
and hustles around to
M. A. Hunter, until
deputy
Opinions will differ about the pleasure county clerk, will begin Ixuing on hi
of being drummed Into paradise, but place on the edge of town in a few
intrepid organiza- weeks. Another derrick will be raised
If thiH
tion Isn't doing a great share ol and boring legun on the land north
Ch rii t's work the world has strangely of the "Acropolis," Just west of the
Tyler ranch.
lniHM-athe Master's teachings.
It Is believed that oil will 1m pumped
at the Arnold well In a few days. The
The condition of affairs in Liberal gas Jet keeps steadily burning at that
circles In England seems to have Im- well and Is to be utilized uuder the
proved very sensibly since Lord
boiler Instead of coal.
Chesterfield speech:
There are
A couijhiii.v has been formed to drill
indications now that the factions a well near Loveland.
may be brought together under the
Colorado Drillers Break the Record.
noble Lord's leadership on some kind
of a platform having to do with the
El Paso, Texas, Jan. 15. Tho minBoer war. Public sentiment In Eng- ers' drilling contest, held here
land, while almost uuanlmously in was the femure of the Midwinter carfavor of prosecuting the war to the nival, and was witnessed by a large
bitter end, Is now supposed to have concourse of mining men from all
undergone some change. Multitudes parts of the Southwest. Mnlley and
Chamberlain of Colorado broke their
of Englishmen r.re eager for a cessa- owu
world's record by drilling
tion of hnotillties, and there Is some a holeand40the inches
in depth in fifteen
possibility in the opinion of good minutes, the time limit
of Hie double
judges, that a reorganized
Liberal teams.
party may be formed around this cenconOnly doubles were In
test, and four crack teams were entral idea.
tered. They were: Andy Pohnson and
If the most powerful and enlightened Kd Berg of Blslice, Arizona; Hatch of
nations are not willing to trust them- Ran Pedro, Mexico, ami Mitchell of
selves unconditionally to an arbitra- Chlbuuhua; Tarr brutheni of Colorado,
tion court we can hardly expect weak and E. A. ( 'hauibeiialu and Ed Malley
and comparatively unprogressive states of Colorado.
to do so. Jealously and apprehension
Chicago Night Schools Closed.
are to be looked for quite as naturally
among the feeble and Inefficient as
Chicago, Jan. 15. For the first time
among the strong and resourceful.
In more tliau thirty years Chicago's
night schools are closed, temporarily,
boy, appointed as page at least. It is also a serious question
In the Virginia legislature, has re- If the day ac!.. .ila can be kept open
the regular teu months. This
borne, declaring that
turned
he during
condition Is
result of low condition
"wouldn't keep such company for $60 of the city'r the
finances.
month." What Is his price T
Lincoln,
nounced

Neb., Jan. 15.
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In Coal Mine at South
Alester Followed by Fatal

(Hisltlon

pur-loin- er

The Spanish newspaper organ In
Mexico pronounces the Roosevelt message to be full of altruism, optimism
This will necessitate
and embrosis.
a rereading by those who want to find
the embrosis.

TRAGEDY IN INDIAN TERRITORY.
Explosion

Mexican.
Sam Wilson was thrown from n buggy and killed in a runaway in East
Raton on the 6th last He was driving
a spirited team belonging to J. C. King,
when the horses became unmanageable
and dashed Into a ditch Instead of turning a corner. Mr. Wilson was thrown
some twenty feet, landing on his head.
He was an old soldier In un Ohio regiment, but none of his relatives are
He was burled by
known at Raton.
the G. A. R.
The assessors, collectors, county commissioners and other county officials
of New Mexico met In Santa Fe on the
13th, In the council chambers in the
capital and organized by electing W.
M. Atkinson of Roswell. chairman, and
H. P. Ervleu of Clayton and Bias
of Taos, secretaries. Every county
was represented nt the meeting. Solicitor General E. L. Bnrtlett nttendod
the meeting, as did the mem tiers of the
board of equalization. Addresses on
the subjects of .assessment and tax reform were made.
Sunday night while Rev. T. C. Bent-ti- e
was addressing his congregation In
the First Presbyterian Church ut Albuquerque, a burglar entered his residence by climbing upon the porch to
the second story window, and there
breaking a pane of glass. He ransack- ed every room In the house, but took
only a pair of shoes und an overcoat.
When the preacher returned to his
home he found the front door open and
the house in great disorder. About u
year ago he lost a fine riding saddle
by theft, and while in Italy last summer he was relieved of quite u sum by
plckpockete.
The telegraph line of the Lordsburg
& Hachita railroad, a dlBtance of forty-two
miles, has been completed. The
grade of the Lordsburg & Hachita
railroad Is finished, but
will not commence until the El Paso
& Southwestern railroad, now building west of Demlng und out about
sixty miles from
Demlng,
will
reach Hachita. The contractors of the
Sul-az-

'

truck-layin-

Lordsburg

&

Huchita

g

railroad

rope and pulled the sheriff I" t he .shore.
At that particular ford in the Rio

Grande several drownings have occurred in the past few years.
An Important meeting of the Albuquerque guards was held on the 8th instant, and the matter of forming a
stock company and building an armory
suitable for all kinds of entertainments)
was dlSCUsacd.
Plans and .specifications will be drawn in a short time
and estimates will be obtained from
the contractors. The annual election of
officers took place and the following
were installed: President, Harry Benjamin; first vice president. James Tier- uey; second vice president. Forrest
Parker; treasurer, J. E. Elder; company clerk, Bert Drury; historian.
James Tlerney; board of directors, John
II. Stiugle. J. E. Elder. Charles Whiting, Sol Benjamin and James Voor-heerecruiting committee, J. E. Elder,
J. H. Drury, Charles Wutklns.
PresldentvW. II. Andrews, Vice President and (anngcr W. S. Ropowell
and Chief Engineer A. G. Kennedy of
the Santa Fe Central company recently returned to Santa Fe after a satisfactory conference with General Man-ngH. U. Mudge, Chief Engineer
Storey, Superintendent J. E. Hurley
nnd Division Suiierintendeut F. C.
Fox of the Santa Fe system. A trip
was made over the Santa Fe line from
.;i in v to Bernalillo
ana return and the
mutter of the crossing of the Sunta Fe
Central tracks was discussed. An un
derstanding which is lnutuully satis
factory was arrived at. At the iiolnt
selected for tue crossing the Santa Fe
will lower its tracks and the Santa Fe
Central will build a viaduct across the
Santa Fe tracks. At the intersection
of the two lines a union station Is to
lie maintained. It will be named Kennedy in honor of Stute Senator Kennedy of Pennsylvania. The Santa Fe
Central officials were entertained at
dinner by the Sunta Fe officials on
their private car.
The spring months promise much In
the way of development for this

are country, says

bound by their contract to complete
the line from Lordsburg to Hachita
and have it In runniug order by
Murch 1st.
i
On the 6th Inst, the Pueblo Indians
of Taos dedicated the new bell of their
chapel which they had secured mainly
through the generosity of Nerlo Gomez.
The occasion was made one of great
festivity. The aisle of the chapel, too
small to hold the throng from near and
afar, was decorated with twelve arches
and with many blossoms. The bell received the name of Maria Geroulnia del
Twenty-fou- r
Rosarlo.
stood by the arches. Rev. Father Marnier officiated. The Kit Carson baud
furnished music for the occasion. The

Indians nfter the dedication gave the
tortuga dance.
Colonel W. A. Glassford of the signal
corps of the United States army, has re
turned from Aluska, where he bus
been for some months constructing a
government cuble between Juneau und
Skagwuy, and is now In Las Vegas on
a short leuve which be is spending with
Mrs. Glassford and their youngest aou,
Colonel
who are now In that city.
Glassford expects to go to Washington,
thence to New York, from where he
will sail on a government transport for
Manila to relieve General James Allen
of the charge of the government tele
graph and cable lines in the Philippine
Islands. - Sautu I e New Mcxlcau.

a

Fariiilngton

(

N. M.

)

special to the News. Some big irrigating ditch projects will then be fairly

under way. I. N. Pepper, an Irrigation
enthusiast and capitalist oiy Kansas
City, Mo., visited this section about
two months ago to locate some ditch
Hues. He has' selected
a line that
heads about three miles' nliove Blonco,
on the San Juan river, anil will spend
$50,000 in the construction of a ditch.
It will be about twenty miles long, nnd
cover fully 10,000 acres of land, most
of which Is now dry and unoccupied.
These lauds will offer homes for fully
250 families. The survey has been

completed, and map and filings made
this week. The ditch will be twenty
feet on the bottom, and carry three feet
of water at low water mark. On the
opposite side ofthe river the work of
excavation is already under way on
the Hammond Irrigating ditch. This
ditch Is twelve feet on the bottom, and
will carry three feet of water and
cover alsiiit 7,000 acres of land. A Unit
a mile of this ditch Is already finished,
aud several extra teams have been
added to the work this week. It Is expected by the puilics constructing this
ditch that they will have water running In time to put In spring crops on
the land It will cover. No snow has
fallen here to Interfere with pasturage,
and most stock, both sheep and cattle,
are still on the range or meadow pasture. All stock Is in exceptionally
good condition.

Mc

After-Dam-

South McAlester, L T., Jan. 14 Ten
miners 'ost their lives In the explosion
yesterday evening In mine No. 0 of
the Mllby & Dow Mining Company, at
Dow, I. T. The victims nrc: Jack McCoy, W. F. Keith, B. F. Farhurst, F.
,
M. Prlchard, Bert Gatlln. John
Thomas Blun, John Blun, M.
Brow and John Bentnl.
The ten men who lost their lives
were the only persons In the pit nnd
none was left to tell the story. All
the bodies were recovered and ns
none were burned, the conclusion Is
thnt death was due to lire damp. The
explosion did not injure the shaft,
whlen Is a nw one, and the fire thnt
followed wan put out before It did
Bem-mns-

much
The
heard
cuers

Faye.

A Collet's Count

TEN DIE IN A MINE

INTERESTING ITEMS OF NEWS
FROM ALL OVER NEW MEXICO

damage.

sound of the explosion was
plainly above ground and reswere at work promptly. The
explosion occurred nt n depth of 240
feet. The machinery was not Injured
by the explosion and miners working
at tho mouth of the pit descended as
soon as It wns safe.
The condition of the mine Indicated
that the men might, had presence of
mind been exercised, have made their
escape. The bodies were found within a comparatively small radius. The
fire was put out before It had reached
any of them and "the last man was
brought to the surface before mid-

night

Trealdent Charles F. Thwlng, of the
Western Reserve university recently
asked a number of prominent railroad
presidents to glvo blm their view on
the advisability of a boy of eighteen
years taking a college course prior to
entering upon a railroad career. Moat
although not all, railroad presidents declare that It Is better for a man who
enters the railroad service to take first

a

college course.

"Are you married or unmarried?"
asked the theatrical manager of an applicant for engagement. "Unnmrrted,"
replied she. "I've been unmarried four

time.

Heir tTso for Money.
Nearly half a billion dollars' worth of
soiled and torn bank notes Is destroyed
annually by our government. They ere
reduced to pulp and then used for making
railroad car wheel. This transformation Is about as radical as the one
brought about In the case of sickly people who will use Hostel lei's Stomach Bitters. Oood health Is sure to follow Its
use. Be sure to try It. It will cure Indigestion, dyspepsia, constipation, biliousness and malaria.
Snow I suppose you tell your wife
everything you do? Hale Not exactly. But she thinks I do, and that, you
know, amounts to the same thing o
far aa she Is concerned.

S0Z0D0NT
A

PERFECT LIQUID DENTIFRICE FOR THE

The victims hnve been In the
ploy of the company for some time
and most of them were men of fitmlly.
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GENERAL LAWTON'S LETTER.

What He Said About the Relations of
Americans and Filipinos.
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 15. The letter
from General H. W. Lnwton to which
Senator Hoar referred In his speech in
was written to John
the Senate
Burrett,
to Slam, and wns
dated Manila, October 0, 1800. When
General Lnwton wns killed Mr. Barrett thought Mrs. Lnwton would value
the letter highly and sent It to her.
Mrs. Lnwton, who lives In a suburb of
Louisville, gave the letter to the Evening Post. The first part of the letter
simply commends an article Mr. Barrett had written for a New York magazine. The part that has caused so

much discussion follows:
"1 agree with you that mistakes have
been made here, but I would to God
thnt the whole truth of this whole
Philippine situation could be known
by evei one in America. I wish our
people could know it ns I know It
"I ngree thnt, If the real facts In connection with the history, Inspiration
and conditions of this insurrection, and
the hostile influences, local nnd external, such as the catipunan and Juntas,
that now encourage the enemy, as well
as the nctual possibilities of these
Philippine islands aud people, and
their relations to the great East, could
be understood at home In America, we
would hear no more political talk of
unjust 'shooting of government' into
the Filipinos, or unwise threats of
hauling down our flag in the Philip
pines.
"You are right. Some of us have
modified our views since we first
came, and If these
ami imperialists of Boston would honestly
ascertain the truth on the ground here,
end not lu distnut America, they
whom I dislike to believe to be other
than honest men misinformed, would
be convinced of the error of their exaggerated statements nnd conclusions
and of the cruel and unfortunate effect of their publication here.
"It Is kind of you to cnutlon me
about exposure under fire, but if I am
shot by a Filipino bullet, It might as
well come from one of my own men.
These are strong words, and yet I aay
them because I know from my own
observation, confirmed by tho stories
of captured Filipino prisoners, that the
coutltiuunce of fighting is chiefly due
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More Filipinos Surrender.
Manila, Jan. 15. The full surrender TELL
of the forces of Colonel Marlslgan,
who, with Mujot- Cabrera aud a renegade priest named Castillo, gave
themselves up unconditionally January
10th, to General Bell, conducting the
campaign against the Insurgents In
province, occurred yesterday at

Taal. The insurgents created a surprise by bringing In sixty more rifles
than the authorities thought Marlslgan
could command In the district of Toael,
which he controlled.
The Filipinos who surrendered Included three colonels, one major, five
captains and twelve lieutenants. They
gave up 21!) rifles and one cannon. All
the insurgents who surrendered did to
unconditionally. General Bell ordered
the men released.
Marlslgan says he can prevail on
many more men to surrender during
the next few days, and also obtain possession of additional rifles.
General Bell says the surrender pacifies, for the time being, all the eastern
part of Butangas.
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Mines and Smelters to Resume.
.
OXFORD
Butte, Mout., Jan. 15. All of the
Boston and Montana mines and the
HOTEL
big smelter nt Great Falls, which have
been shut down since last October for
the purpose, It Is claimed, of curtailing
the copper production, are about to
start up again. The smelter has started operations on a large quantity of
second class ore which was on hand
at the time of the shutdown, and tho
Great Northern railroad
began
vritKKT. Nit Vie
hauling ore again from the mines at OXFORD HOTEL 17" NION
IIKrOT
Butte, the ore bins being full.
mi inly Prrrt new. Popular now. O.il.Murw
The Mountain View mine, one of the
DISCOVERY
largest producers of the company, will
iru
T. B O I q.iK k relief aud cure, wot
start with a full force of men
MML Beok of lecllmonlulH and 10 luva treatment
.
morning, und all the other mines ISSa. BS. H. H. MiatVB HUM.
a. allaaMeSa.
will be running, according to orders
given
within two or three days.
It is claimed thai the mines will produce 1,500 tons of ore a day, which Is
H
about 500 tons less than before the
In lima. ,gufe by druggists.
shutdown. The Anneondu compauy Is
also Increasing Its output.
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GO TO

ROOSEVELT EOYS
GET EDUCATION
IN DEMOCRATIC
FASHION.

PUBLIC

SCHOOLS.
(Washington Latter.)
President Roosevelt openly resants
any attempt to pry into the private
nffairs
en for
public
in the

fumi y, even If It is tak-

of hi

granted that their every net Is
property, now that they reside

executive mansion. He does not
a desire for
has Impelled him to take
this course, but he Insists that there Is
a great chance that au"h no oriety
will have a serious effect on his young
children who are Just at an Impressionable ag. He wants them to be

pretend that modesty or

will take care of his instruction until he becomes old enough
to learn his A B C's.
The children are accompanied to
school each morning by Henry Plnck-ney- ,
the colored man. who has assigned
to himself the President,
and on other occasions Mrs. RooBe-vemakes up the guest list and
has some of the women with whom
she became acquainted in Washington
during her previous
here.
These little home parties are altogethWhen soldiers are there
er Informal.
old stories are reheaised and old jokes
recrarked. When the guests comprise
such men as R. W. GilJcr, books are
invariably the subject of conversation,
for the President Is a great reader and
keeps abreast of all the good current
Roosevelt

lt

year and Hint the winter's prognmma
will go on as usual after Jan. 1.
Coming tlfb.it nt Mian ItorMevol.
President nnd Mrs. Roosevelt are
expected to open the season with a reception at which Miss Alice vill ba
presented to society. No definite au- nouncement has been made as yet of
such a plan but the social world '.a
preparing to give the first debutante
from the white house for thirty years
a warm welcome.
Miss Roosevelt Is expected to be a
great social favorite. She Is tall and
slender nnd she has light hair and
bluo eyes. Her manner Is breezy and
enthusiastic, like that of her father.
She Is an outdoor girl and is a splen- -

Current Topics
OTTO SVERDRUP.
Who M n lluvc Found the
North Pole.
A rumor has sprung up In Chris-tlanithat Captain Otto Sverdrup, the
Arctic explorer who won his reputation as an assistant of Nansen, whom
he accompanied in 18S8 on his famous
and on
expedition across Greenland
Namen's s ill more famous voyage on
the Fram, has re.uhid the north pole
and Is now returning home. There Is no
confirmation of this report, nor Is anything known of Its origin, but even
the rumor has aroused the keenest InExplorer

a

terest

literature.
One of the women w!:o dined with
the Roosevelt's last wok when Jokingly asked by a man of her acquaintance what kind of a dinner she had.
and what they talked about, replied:
"We had a good dinner of real food
and I found out what Mrs. Roosevelt
had noticed regarding the fall patterns
in the New York stores just before
she came to Washington."
ARCHIBALD f.OOSEVELT.
The children do not join In these did horseback rider, a good golf playdinners. They haye their evening er and an expert w ith the oar. She is
meal served In the rooms that have not quite 20 years old.
been fitted up as the nursery and the
old folks are unmolested
after G
TOURISTS WHO DON T TOUR.
"TEDDY" ROOSEVELT. JR.
o'clock except on special occasions.
.1.1. ii.
MipplU-Agency
of
TIlRt
from
shielded as much as passible
Mi.. KnoHCvell'H AecumplWliiiienta.
TrHTel Never Actitully I iiflerttiki'iithe inevitable. Mr. Roosevelt realizes
Mrs. Roosevelt enjoys such evenings
Not long since a successful book of
that the doings of the White House as well as does her husband. She is
In the far east was written by
public
arcor
more
less
of
children
one of the most accomplished women travel
interest, but he says their heads must who has ever been mistress of the a European who had never been nearnot be turned by tco much attention. white house. Besides being an excep- er Asia than the eastern boundary of
The work, according to a
When he was making his arrangetionally good conversationalist she Is Vienna.
paper, was made possible by
London
vlccvpresident.
to
come
hf
re as
ments
an accomplished musician and takes a
an agency for bogus travelers which is
the plans inelu led the pladng of the great interest in literary matters. In
In Paris and which
has
children In the public s; hool. When spite of the fact that she has a family established over
Europe nnd some in
all
President McKlnley was assassinated large enough to take up every moment clients
the United States. This agency, says
tho London authority, is nominally one
for doing the usual touring business,
but it actually exists for providing any
one who can pay the necessary fees
with complete evidence of their "travels," posting them up on all the details of theii "journey." and giving
them a perfect description of all the
sights they "saw"; in fact, generally
turning them over to their friends,
and full of adventure.
1st can choose alAnd the pseudo-tomost any tour in the world, if he is
prepared to pay well for it.
He can go down into some cheap
farm house, send a fee to the agency,
and later he can turn up among his
friends with a wonderful knowledge of,
for instance, the Alps, u file of receipt
portmanteaus
ed hotel bills, his
smothered in foreign labels, and with
an armful of small tritles bought in
the little hamlets he didn't stay at or
pass through Swiss clocks, models of
Swiss villages, even bits of rocks he
"chipped off" the higher mountain-peak- s
and he will be able to tell you
all about the good and the bad hotels
at which he stopped along the route.
In short, he could thoroughly convince
you that he has actually taken the
l

-

Captain Sverd'.up sa'lcd on his expedition to the art t 03 on June 14. 1898.
The ostensible purpose of the expedition was to cxp'ove Smith'B oo.ind and
the
tho Robeson channel, discover
northern limits of Ore n'and, study the
origin of the palae?ocryptic ice, pnd to
note the tides and temp ratures; but
there was no doubt at the time the expedition sailed on tha Fram from
Christlania that the bold Sverdrup
nnd at least one or two of his companions would push on and try to
reach the pole.
The outfit of the expedition-consis- t
ed of ski, sledges, canoes, snowshoes,
and everything necessary for transportation. Clothing and sleeping bags
were taken along, while the food supplies were large and varied. The draft
animals on the Fram numbered ten
splendid elk dogs, a large variety of
the Finn dog, wo'fish In appearance.
To tlr;S3 we e added elg ty Eskimo
Of the
dogs, becured in
iland.
sixteen members of the expedition five
were executive officers and five were

scientists.
The last head of Sver.'.rup was during the summer of 1899. when ho was
on the no.t .w;st coast of O eenland.

Mrs. Kate Berg, Secretary Ladies' Auxiliary of Knights of Pythias, No. 58, Commercial Hotel, Minneapolis, Minn., After
Five Years Suffering Was Cured by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
" Dhak Mrs. 1'inkham :
Whatever virtue there is in medicine
seems to be concentrated in Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, I suffered for five years with profuse and painful
menstruation until I lost flesh and strength, and life had no charms for me.
Only three bottles of your Vegetable Compound cured me, I
became regular, without any pains, and hardly know when I am sick.
Some of my friends who have used your Compound for uterine
and ovarian troubles all have the same good word to say for it, and
bless the day they first found it." Mrs. Kate Df.rg.
$5000 FORFEIT IF THE ABOVE LKTT1CR IS NOT CENETNI..
When women tire troubled with irregular, suppressed or painful
mrnstruntion, weakness, it'iicorrhcpii, displacement or ulceration of the
feeling, inflammation of the ovaries, backache,
womb, that bearing-dow- n
bloating (or flatulence), general debility, indigestion, and nervous prostration, or are lieset with such symptoms as dizziness, fnintness, lassitude,
"
excitability, irritability, nervougnes. sleeplessness, melancholy,
feelings, blues, and hopelessness,
and
they should remember there is one tried and true remedy. Eydla E.
Pinkham's Vejretj.blo Compound at. once removes such troubles.
Refuse to buy any other medicine, for you need the liest.
"all-gone-

"want-lo-iit1--alon-

Mrs. Plnkbam Invites all sick women to write her for advice.
She has guided thousands to health. Address Lynn, Mass.
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CAPT. OTTO SVERDRUP.

Lincoln's Sea, to the northwest of that
point, was ice free the following summer, according to the American explorer. Lieutenant Peary, and Scandinavian scientists declare there is a
probability that Sverdrup
Btrong
seized the opportunity and reec'.icd the
pole.

MRS. ROOSEVELT AND ETHEL,
of an ordinary woman's time she manages to keep well Informed on current events and take part In the discussions of which her versatile husband is so fond.
Immediately after the death of President McKlnley the announcement
came from the white house that the
entire winter season would be observed by the Roosevells as one of official mourning and that not until Jan.
1, 1903, would the wulte
house
be
unprotected objscts of cranks If not opened for either public, diplomatic
or army and navy receptions. It was
actual kidnapers.
also announced that all the members
II. Ms lining to 1'ubllr Schools.
President Roosevelt laughed at these of the cabinet and other high governofficials who take prominent
fears when, after the children had ar- ment
parts in Washington's social lire
rived and the qu:stlcn of their educaWGitld give no ofllcial entertainments.
tion cume up. MrB. Roosevelt, howAs it had been proposed to make the
ever, was not so csitiln. Finally It
coming winter the gayest the capital
was arranged that the boys should attend the public schools and that Ethel
should go to the Cathedral school in
Woodl y lane. This Is an Institution
under the supervision of Hishop
of the Episcopal diocese. Ethel
will board at the school during the
week, but she will retu n to the White
House to spend Saturday and Sunday
with her parents. Kermlt, who is a
sturdy little fellow with many of his
father's traits, and who has an ample
now attends the
supply of
Preston school, and hj give It out
cold on the day that he was registered there that If any of the other
boys tried to make fun of him because
he was the president's son he would
make it hot for them. Archie goes dally
to the Force school. Here he will
have as classmates many of the little sons and daughte a of the members
of the diplomatic corps who reside In
KERMIT ROOSEVELT.
the aristocratic neighborhood In which
the school is located.
has ever known, the announcement
i
"Teddy," Jr.. In M saaact:
from the white house was received
Theodore, Jr., will continue to atwith feelings of dismay by the society
people. After the President had time
tend the boarding school In Massachusetts which he entered last year, to think the question over and to take
and Miss Alice, the oldest daughter of the advice of i. number of persons well
the President, who Is expected to make Informed regarding propriety, it was
her debut In society this winter, will decided to change the ofBoiul proIt Is now announced that
not attend school. Quentln, the baby, gramme.
U too young to go to school, and Mrs. official mourning will end with the

and the children a:ong with their father were placed in the most conspicuous position In the nation, it was
predicted that these plans would be
changed, and that the chllt.ren would
either be placed in same private and
exclusive school or thit they would
be taught by a governess or tutor who
would reside at the White Hiuse. It
was urged that the attendance of the
Roosevelt
children In the public
schools would make them constantly

College Education and Harffasjst

Sat-terle- e

To talk of having done the Alps is
the ambition of thousands of people
who have not the nerve for mountaineering, or who cannot afTord the expense, cheap as the tour is nowadays.
It Is common enough to find people
posing as travelers on the strength of
Smith, and Wellcsley Colleges, as well
this little tour alone, and It Is probas of the coeducational institution at
able that a fair number of these gentlefolk have never set eyes upon the Oberlln, and the fcau'-- t is summed up
famous mountains. The alpenstock, in the com hi ion tt.at as time goes on
guide-rope- s
and views they show their college women are It ss inclined
to
friends as evidence of their trips can marry. He savs: "It Is absurd to
suppose that college women differ from
be produced at very moderate prices;
and the agency for bogus travelers has others In ptissessiug superior attraclittle books, from which tiveness In matuie years, and we are,
their' clients can learn quite as much therefore, led to conclude that the colas they could by actually taking the lege giaduate has been growing less
tour.
and less inclined to git married, or less
Also, for a small additional fee, cliand less able, or both."
ents are provided with notebooks and
the copy from which they can write In
Piles of Beef Mourn.
the notebooks short, daily accounts of
The retail price of meats in Chicago
all
And
tour.
during
the
their doings
says the
is higher than for years,
this glory for about the fourth or fifth Tribune. The housewife, the
cost
of what the tour would actually
and the hotel proprietor
them!
of the
all are feeling tho effects
Ry no means Is the Alps tour the drought which extended over the counonly thing demanded by the clients of try last summer. Scarcity of corn and
this unique agency. Tours to all sorts other feed for fattening stock Is the
of outlandish places are constantly bereason assigned for the Increased price
ing arranged for rii her classes of boWithin the last few
of all meats.
gus
months beef has been advunced from
You can "go through" Siberia by the two to three cents a pound, the heavcourtesy of the ag;ney for about 30 iest Increase in prices being on the finguineas, without the slightest personal er grades and choice cuts.
Although
Inconvenience or any loss of time.
th03e who can afford to buy the better
meats are bearing the bulk of the bur1'lilluutliroplc Muorl t hief.
den, even the poorer consumers are
One of the moit notable of th3 Maori chiefs wl o w re presented to the
Duke and Duchess of York in New
Zealand was Te Heuheu, who presented to the colony the splendid national
park that includes the volcanoes
of
V
He Is the
Ngarahce and Rufp.hu.
nn
PLATE
s7loA I"a
grandson of a fam us cannibal chief,
cell
years ago was hurled
who fifty-fivalive while d fy ng the eUmentl durTe Heuing a dest:ucliva landslide.
heu, in all the gl ry of w r paint and
wearing little more than the primitive
flax mat aro ir.d his lo n
took part SHOWINO INCREASE ON DIKKEK- in the excitirg martial dancs of his
ENT PARTS OF BEEF,
tribe before tht Ir royal highnesses. A finding that their money goes only a
little later, when ha came to receive
way In u butcher shop. There Is
his medal from the duke he ..as no little
only one consolation for the coosumor
longer the wild war lor, but a sedate,
courtly gentleman, att red In silk hat In the general rearrangement of prices.
The high prlcea of corn and feed la
and faultless frock coat.
compelling tbe atock raiser to ship his
beef to the market before It la fat
Sheep with a green fleece aa-- a novenough to be class ! aa choice grade.
elty, but these are to be seen in
near some copper works. They Aa a result, the advance haa been
live In the dust and fumes and drink moderate In the price of poorer grades
of baaf.
water contaminated by copper.
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WINCHESTER

"NEW RIVAL" FACTORY LOADED SHOTGUN SHELLS
outshoot all other black powder shells, because they are made
better and loaded by exact machinery with the standard brands of
powder, shot and wadding. Try them and you will be convinced.
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Professor E. L. Thorndyke of the
Teachers' College, connected with Columbia College, has been discussing the
problem, now beginning to be an old
one, whether women who are college
giaduates many, and, if so, at what
age they decide in favor of making the
momentous change. To arrive at some
solution of the problem he has been
studying the cata'o;ues of Vassar,
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NEW MEXICO.

Ue HOUSEHOLD
ADAM, THE MAN WHO NEVEP
WAS A BOY.
Of all the men the world has seen
81nce time his rounds began.
There's; one I pity every day
Earth's first and foremost man;
Just think of all the fun he missed
By falling to enjoy
The dear delights of youthtlme.
For he never was a boy.
He nerer stubbed his naked toe
Against a root or stone.
He never with a pin hook fished
For minnows all alone.
He never sought the bumblebee,
Among the daisies coy,
Nor felt Its business end,
Because he never was a boy.
He never hookey played, nor tied
A bright and shining pall
Down In the alley all alone.
To a trusting poodle's tall.
And when he home from swimming came
His pleaiure to destroy
No slipper Interfered
Because he never was a boy.
He might remember splendid times
In Eden's bowe.s yet
He never acted Romeo
To a
Juliet.
He never sent a valentine
Intended to annoy
His good but maiden aunt.
Because he never was a boy.
six-ye-

He never cut a kite Btrlng, no.
Nor hid an Easter egg:
He never spoiled His pantaloons
A playln' mumbley-peg- .
He never from the attic stole
A 'coon hunt to enloy.
Nor found the "old man waiting,
For he never was a boy.
I pity him. why should I not?
I even drop a tear;
He never knew how much he missed;
He never will, I fear.
And always when those dear old days
My memories employ,
1 pity
him. Earth's only man
Who never was a hoy.
Pittsburg Dispatch.

A FIGURE OF SPEECH.
A strange little boy who'd been to
school,
And was up to all sorts of tricks,
Discovered that nine, when upside
down.
Would pa6s for the figure six.
So when asked his age by a kind old
dame,
The comical youngster said:
"I'm nine when I stand on my feet like

this,
But six when
Truth.
t'ooklug

I

In

stand on my head."
New

.l.i.ni.

THE TIME TO LAUGH.

now nc (inr Osteon rim

A

iiiiik.

suburban rrroccr was outwitted the
other day by an old darky whom no
SOME GOOD JOKES. ORIGINAL AND one would ever suspect
of being eo
SELECTED.
shrewd.
The nogro went to his grocery and called for a dime's worth of
The order was promptly
"Not DaagerniM" or the Trials of a molasses.
Despite the unending activity of the
Poet Old 81 on Anarchists How He filled by the proprietor of the store,
who is seldom caught napping. Handpolice, "poteen," Illicit whisky,
Is
Mot Credit for n Dime
round Uia ing the old darky the Jug the grocer brewed in lnrge quantities in Ireland.
Match Tricked.
asked for his dime.
Numerous arrests and convictions have
"Hit's In de bottom of do Jug," was had no permanent effect In stamping
the bland response.
NOT DA NO KKOtS.
out the "poteen ruaners" and In all
"I think 1 have discovered an anar"Well, how am I to get my money?"
likelihood the people will always be
chist," said an excited woman as she asked the astonished merchant.
within reach of a "sup of th' cratbur."
stopped a policeman on Cumberland
"Yer gits yer money when us eats
A "running." Bad to relate, in most
street.
de 'lases up."
case usually follows one or more of
It was credit the darkey was after, the poorer families being plunged Into
"What makes you think so?" was
asked.
and he got it. Memphis Scimitar.
debt. A cow. pig or other animal may
"Well, he's got long hair and wean
have died, perhaps the potato crop is
old clothes."
not up to expectation, or the oats have
AN OKI-- ' K It.
given a Bmall return, and there are a
"That's no sign, ma'am."
"And he drinks beer."
few pounds necessary to settle with the
"So do I."
landlord.
As It takes a very Email
capital to start a "still." soon the news
"And he gets out In his bark yard
Is flying across the hills and bogs that
and talks to himself ami flings his
arms about, and it makes shivers go
"there's goin' to be a chance to kill a
over me to wakh him."
dhrop of the rale thing."
From the oozy depths of turf banks
"What doce he say?" asked the officer with a little more interest.
the several parts of the still are un"Why, sir. it's all about the cold,
covered, where they are hidden from
cold winter, and the white, white snow,
the quick eyes ol the "blue coated gentlemen." On a dark night the still Is
and somebody
who was laid in a
set up in some desolate ami forsaken
grave."
corner, and always In a place where
I see.
"Ah!
He's no anarchist,
the entire country.side can be searched
ma'am he's a poet. They always act
with the naked eye.
that way."
"And he isn't dungerousT"
Preparlr-f- ;
for Poteen.
"Not a bit of It."
In the western parts of Connaught
"And I needn't lock the doors and
and the islands lying a few miles off
the coast in the Atlantic ocean the
shiver when I hear him going on?"
"poteen v, orkln' " is carried on to a
"Not at all."
great extent. Here' the people have
"Thank heaven that I met you! You
changed little during the last one hundon't know how you have relieved my
mind. 1 shail ga right bnck home now,
dred years.and few of the common conand if he's out la his back yard talkveniences of modern civilization are
ing about cold weather I'll even dare to
known. An instance of this backwardask him if he's eaten something to
ness la Illustrated h re with, where a
give him a pain!" Brooklyn Citizen.
womanslts grinding oat3 for poteen in
a quern, the &ame crude mill that was
used In the Holy Land In biblical
OI.lt HI ON A N A It C 1 1 STS.
times, and is still used in that country.
"DIs heau measlcy man whut shot
The quern is simply two stone3 fitted
de president is wtin er dem annykists,
A hole in the top stone retogether.
dey tells me?" said Old Si.
ceives the grain, which is prepared for
"That's what he says."
grinding by being dried over the turf
"Well, hit's high time dis nashun
fire In an iron pot.
By turning the
put up de bars ginst dem kin' ob
top stone the grain is passed through
beastes."
the stones, and finally falls from the
"How am you going to tell who Is
rough .side Into a white cloth spread
an anarchist and who isn't?"
on the ground for its reception. Nearly
"By dere names, boss, by derc berry
all the meal consumed by the natives
names. Look at dish yer Chozzlegoshy
of the districts mentioned is ground in
man. Ef hit etims purty nigh puttln'
querns, the crushing of oat for poteen
yer jaw outer jint Jest ter pronounce
being only one of Its many duties.
hiz name, whut yer reckon 'ud happen
A "rule Irish still" is shown at work
ef yer shud fall ober hit in de dark?
in the second picture. The liquor Is
Yer mill' me, dese yer fokes wid names
Just beginning to trickle through the
patch'd up outer scraps o' de alfy-be- t
worm into the cup, and until there la
flung out ob de fackry whar der
Tramp Clot any cold cocoanut,
a "tldy'sup of spirits" in the small
gibs decent peoples dere entitlements lady?
keg tho children will superintend matMrs. Woola-Wool- a
ain't no fit cattle ter tu'n loose In
No: but if you'll ters. Long
in spite of
er free country. Now yer heah me take the rugs down and give them a their tender experience,
year,
iias made thes?
good
Small
shaking
in
up
Sam
the
Atlanta
bring
and
talkln'!"
them
"gossoons" expert brewers, and more
promptly 111 give you some cocoanut
Constitution.
than once tho "Sargent an' his mln"
hash.
have been fooled by these tricky
A

Moonshiners ir Ireland.

fc

e.

much-neede-

d

cry "po-llcwill come echoing over the water. In an Instant all
Ib excitement.
The wooden tap Is
pulled out of the keg and a bung InThey take to boats moored
serted.
In the adjoining water and are soon
pulling away with the police in pure,

,"

suit.
Gradually the unfailing regularity of
begins to hold their
the
pursuers even, and when the excitement of the chase has to an extent
counteracted the effect of the poteen,
their increased strength of arm sends
"cot-men-

",

holy smoke! Wasn't I th' fool
think of such a thrlck meself."

I

didn't

Ribbon Stockings.
Ribbon stockings are one of the latest fads of Dame Fashion and clever
girls who like to keep In the forefront
of tho dress precession, but who also
have to count the pennies carefully,
are making their cwn. Ths foundation for the ribbon trimmed stocking
Ib a plain black stocking, silk or lisle.
Bands of ribbon h.lf nn Inch wide
and three Inches long, each end finished with a little loop, are fastened
upon the stockings in such a way that
they form .i gradually widen d figure.
At the anklo the ribbon
bands are
side by side and almost touch, but at
the calf, where thr-- terminate, with
a small buckle, they are two or three
inches apart. This gives a pretty
shape to the ankle and makes a flat
leg appear round.
The most refined
d
of these
stockings are
of fine black lisle, trimmed with black
satin ribbon. The bands are fastened
to the stockings with very small safety
pins or with tiny jeweled pins. Anribbon-trimme-

them ahead. When the gap Is seen to
be widening loud cheers come from the
pursued.
Such as are not rowing other stocking novalty Is the black
wave their arms and hats wildly and one trimmed with a ve y large ribbon
shout derisively at the policemen. The bow, which Is fas', en ?d upon th ln- -

1

Cooking without fire would be an
agreeable novelty to American housekeepers in this sultry weather. The
Maori women, the aborigines of New
Zealand, are about the only people on
earth who have this privilege. They
have their cooking stoves provided for
them by Mother Earth. They never
REASON WHY.
have to make a Are or put the kettle
on. Each woman has a 3teamlng box
of her own, which is always at the
right temperature. This box is merely an old dry goods box, a shoe box
or a soap box, with the top and bottom covered with slats. It Is sunk
In the earth over one of these steam
holes. The food Is dropped in and an
old piece of carpet or cloth thrown
over it and In due time It Is cooked.
Cooking Is also done In the boiling
pools. Potatoes are oared and Dut in
to bags made of a network of rnne,
each holding a quarter or half peck.
The bag Ib then dropped into the pool
and a string which Is fastened to It Is
tied to the stake outside. In a few
minutes the potatoes are ready for
eating. Meat can be boiled the same
way, or it can be put Into a bucket
The New Lodger What's the matter,
and steamed. In fact, almost anyCan't slide down the banisthing in the boiling or steaming line Johnny?
ter? Why, I could easily do that when
is so done by these people.
I was a boy. Let me show you.

Wmrf
ytpll'1
He

You

TRICKED.
owe me ten kisses!

Pay

up!

She Explain, s!r.
He I won 'em! You know very well
I wagered a dozen gloves against ten
kisses and won! I
She Oh! but kisses, you know-- He
(firmly)
Kisses should be paid
Just as religiously as any other debt.
She (thoughtfully) Just the same
aa a note?
"Yes."
"Or a check?"
"Yes."
"Or or a draft?'

"Certainly!"

"Then, you dear fellow, I'll give you
a draft on mamma!"
(He never smiled again.)

For no ii is HATCH
"Mr. Waffles." said the landlady, "I
have a word to say to you." "Make It
a dozen. Mrs. Fry," remarked the
young mau. "Mr. Waffles," said the
landlady, "you have been smoking in
the parlor." "Yes, Mrs. Fry." "You
have smoked in the parlor many times,
Mr. Waffles. And you have smoked in
your room, and in the library and even
in the dining room and you owe mo
three weeks' board, Mr. Waffles.'
"Yes, Mrs. Fry." "Where there is so
much smoke, Mr. Waffles, there must
bo some Are." So she
flred him.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Plowing the F.ather.
simple and successful game is the
one called "Blowing the
Feather." Having provided a sheet
or tablecloth and a small feather such
as sofa pillows are stuffed with, ask
your guests (all but one) to be seated
on the floor in a hollow square. The
tablecloth or sheet Is then spread so
that the players can hold the edges
of the sides and ends up just under
their chins, thus stretching the cloth
taut about a foot and a half above the
floor. Upon the cloth the small feather Ib placed, and the player who Is
LITT1.K I.Al tilll.KTS.
left out of the square is then told that
A Shooting Trip.
he must do his best to catch It either
He "Did you shoot anything while
In front of or upon some one of the
you wore up in Canada?"
seated players, who will then be
She "Yes, indeed!
We went out In
obliged to take his place. At a sig"See, you Just grasp the rail so, a boat one duy and shot the loneliest
nal the players on the floor begin to
blow, and the feather flle3 hither and and then you begin the descent, your rapids you ever saw. 'Philadelphia
Record.
thither, too, until he catches It at last speed gradually accelerating until "
on some unwary Individual or Bomo
one too weak from laughing to blow
Trepured for Them.
quickly and effectively.
She "How nice to be at home again.
What a crowd there was I don't supTuts at rim.
pose Mr. Bankler knew one-haof his
Wordsworth's lines of a child at
guests."
play, "as if his whole vocation were
He "Didn't he, though!
Why, he
endless Imitation," were recently rehad four detectives In evening clothes
called by a conversation overheard in
there."
the children's ward at a provincial
hospital.
Cause Knousjii.
A little girl, whose role was that of
Housekeeper
"Why did you leave
nurse, rang an Imaginary telephone on
yourjast place?"
the wall to talk to her companion at
Servant "Faith, the lady and her
the farther end of the room, who
husband was always quarreling."
played the part of doctor.
"What did they quarrel about?"
"Helio!" said the nurse, "Is that the
"Hokase I wouldn't lave till me two
doctor?"
weeka was up." Boston Traveler.
"Yes," answered her companion In a
deep voice; "this is the doctor."
Beyoud Any Man.
"This lady is very ill," h was InJohnny I forgot to tell you, Mr.
"Are you the man who used to write
formed.
"Well, what seems to be the matter?" Smart, dat de reason I couldn't slide articles about 'How to Live on Ten
"She has swallowed a whole bottle down was dat me mudder promised to Dollars u Week'?" asked the caller of
paste me wit' de broom. Chicago Daily the pale gentleman with the bulging
of Ink," said the nurse.
brow.
The doctor, not flurried, Inquired News.
"I am he," responded the pale genwhat had been done for the patient;
"There's that hateful Mollle Raines. tleman.
but the nurse, too, was ready In emer"Well, say, won t you give us one on
She got the last one of those yellow
gencies.
She answered: "I gave her two pads waists at $1.84. "O, I'm so glad. I 'How to Build a Thousand Dollar Cotof blotting paper!" London Tit bits got one of them last week when they tage for Five Thousand Dollari'T"
were 12." Kansas City Times.
Baltimore American.
A

to return to the homo without a "wee
dhrop" handy. If one man runs short
of money another has a sixpence or
two to spare, so that before the gathering haB been long on the Island there
are signs of
By and by this one and that dispose
themselves on the grass to get a
nnp. There is a big decrease In the call for mugs nnd cups,
and a decided increase in tne amount
of noise. This even grows sometime,
despite many recruits to t lie ranks of
the sleepers. Then, in most cases', the

$

youngsters.
simple In Construction,
The simplicity of the still will be
seen at a gUuce. The turf Are sends
the steam through the connecting pipe
Into the copper worm In the barrel.
The barrel is filled with cold water,
which condenses to steam and sands
it forth "th' ginulne stuff."
Little attention is paid to the age of
poteen in Ireland. The worm workrj
very slowly when compared with the
demand for tho output, therefore age
becomes a secondary matter. In fact,
It drop? out of the reckoning altogether. There is only one case on record of poteen "rlpenin'," and that was
when it was burled In a garden and
its place of concealment forgotten.
However, that is another story.
When a "wee dhrpp" has been successfully
run public interest, in It
reaches an acute stage. If the still Is
located on an island In a lake, as Is
often the case, at a given time the
"cots," long,
boats, will
be seen shooting out from the shores
of the mainland and making for their
destination by circuitous routes. The
cots are beached at different places,
and left in positions admitting of ready
escape. Soon the fringe of natives
around the still grows into a well defined circle.
The "runner" of theBtill stands over
the keg of liquor with a tin cup in one
hand and with the other keeping a
firm gra.sp on the wooden "tap" that
draws off the poteen. In bottles of all
., I
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.
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CORN IN A QUERN.
step. A low- - cut slipper, absolutely
plain, Is worn with this stocking. The
foot looks extremely dainty dressed
in this small bla k slipper and the
ribbon bow upon the Instep makes the
latter appear high Philadelphia In-

latter now know that they are on a
wild goose chase, but at least they
must bend to the work for a little
while longer so as to live up to the
duties imposed on them. One by one.
however,
they rest their oars, and
soon they are talking ' It over and
laughing the while they blame the luck
which gave them such exertion without results.
Oftlmes the pursuit takes place on
land, and here the police generally
succeed In making a haul. The poteen drinkers are not half so lively In
escaping ashore as afloat, and, besides,
the "bobbles" are all active men. Over
bngn and hills gucb a? are able scatter
and run for dear life. A coat is thrown
away here, a waistcoat there, suspenders are unbuttoned, the hard leather
belts tightened a hole, and if the pace
is a "killer" the old cloth hat, held in
hand, will Tollow the rest of the wardrobe.
Police In a Trp.
police also scatter
in order to capture the most prisoners.
In this way the pursuers frequently
find themselves great distances apart
at the end of a long chase. The great
object Is to arrest the owner of the
still. When this is accomplished the
victim seldom escapes a heavy fine or
else Imprisonment. Many amusing instances are recorded of police being
led into traps by the pursued. 'On one
occasion a policeman found himself In
e
nine feet deep, and from
a
Imposh
which escape was
sible. His comrades had gone in an
opposite direction, and no one heard
his cries save a couple of his Intended
victims. They haultd h'm out of the
mire, and when he stood on the bank,
At the

start the

bog-hol-

well-nig-
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quirer.

Faith and Works.
Two colored brethren were walking
along the road discussing faith and
wofys.
Mr. Johnsing was strong on
faith and Mr. Thomson pinned nis
faith to works. "I Jes' believe," says
Johnsing, "on lying down on the
promises and Jes trusting in d: Loid,
until He done brung it to pass." "i
believe in de promises, Just same as
you do, but laws, I additionally b'lleve
dat a man should jes' do all he can ter
bring dem promises around hi3Sef.
Suppose my boy jiai says, 'I want a
drink.' I say, 'What for you botheriu'
me about it? Go to de spring and get'
Say, wnat's dat dust in the road?
Dat am Mistah Carter's bull!"
Mr.
Johnsing went over one fence and Mr.
Thomson over the other fence, leaving
the animal a clear road. After walking some distance in the fields Ihey
came together, and Mr. Thomson cried
out In derision: "Eh, oh my! Did
I see Brother Johnsing lying down on
dem promises? a resttn' on dem
promises, when de bull came down de
road? Eh, eh, oh no!" "Hoi' on dar,
hoi' on dar, doau you go clrcumventin'
me and
me. I Jes want to tell
you mighty plain dat when de Lord
made dem promises, dar warn't no
slch animals aroun'. No, sah! Dar.
animal was a contingency, sah."

11 all-

-

The elevated structure of the Manhattan road has long been sustaining
a weight of four tons to every sixty
feet of track more than is necessary.
The laying of new rails was begun
many months ago, .but moBt of the
laying has never advanced further
than a mere stringing out. The new
rails weigh 100 pounds to the yard
and each is 20 yards in length. What
puzzles the observant passenger from
day to day is the corrosion of the unused rails with scaly rust, whereas the
old rails on which trains are con-

stantly traveling remain bright. This
brightness Is not confined to the head
of the rail alona, which friction might
be expected to keep polished, but extends over web, huso and
The philosophy of the thing is simple,
but passengers have not looked It up.
fish-plat- e.

New York Press.

CHILDREN TENDING AN IRISH STILL.
rled away and the demand for mugs a perfect picture of dejection, one of
and cups far exceeds the supply. Shill- his rescuers suggested "th' blst rimedy
ings and sixpences are taken out of in the world for a duckln'."
the corners of colored handkerchiefs
It was never known how much powhere they have long lain toward a teen the three consumed before they
settlement with landlord on rent day. parted, but Mickey's Put was always
willing to swear that they "wor that
Money Spent Freely,
Not a penny piece available In tho bad they couldn't till their own farthtownsland
but will go to swell the ers."
The bog hole covered the sins of the
"runner's" pile, unless the "missis" at
home Interferes, which she seldom policeman, and H was rumored afterdoes. Indeed, there would be more ward that when the sergeant heard of
be declared:
chance for trouble were her husband the occurrence
"Och,

mm

No "Rocky Fords" In Itocky Fords.
A Kansas man who attended the

watermelon festival at Rocky Ford
recently says he never saw anything
like It before In his life. There were
more than 10,000 people on the
grounds.
Between 25,000 and 30,000
watermelons were stacked In great
heaps along some
rude tables. A
hundred men with long
knives
slashed the melons open and every
one ate his All. But what struck the
Kansas man as curious was the absence of the cantaloupe, for which tho
place is so justly famed. Kansas Cltj'
Journal.

The Cure of the Fields
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wont adown the great green fields,
Weary and spent with care;
A burden sore to bear.
Bui they led ma to pray In their own
grand way,
And I left my trouble there.
Qrent and green and calm were they,
And they bade ma be at rest;
For Ood was above, and hla wondroua
love
In them wu manifest;
And to me there came, at a tired child's
claim.
A benediction bleat.
"Faith." said the grasses soft and low.
Oh. but the sound was
"Hope," said the light of the sunshine
bright.
How could I choose but hear?
"Love," said each voice, "and so rejoice,
Child of the earth, nor fear."
I went my way from the
great green
Raids,
And I left shy sorrow there;
For they had taught my puzzled thought
The spirit of their prayer.
And I Joyed to know that I could not go
Beyond our Father's care.
I

My heart wan sad, and my aptrlt had

:
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M'sieu', an' make the speec'.i with the
grace of only the true gentleman. Ah,
you should have seen me, M'sieu'.
When I pr'pose It is as the picture
BY W. D. NESBIT (JOSH WINK).
(Copyright. 1901, by Dally Story Pub. Co.) from the fan of Watteau, for grace,
It is that I was in this country yet not for the garments, that Is. Ye.
omt time when I meet the (air Norah, An' Norah, she make the blush oh,
the divine blush an' she drop the eye
an' she gave to me the smile of welcome. Oh, no, M'sieu', it is not that I an' say I mus' see the p'pa.
So I make the call upon M'sieu'
make the flirt with her, but that I am
given the introduce by the brave Patrick Dempsey at the office of himHeiney Gruber, who makes the pretzel self, where he sell the street paving.
at the place of the bakesbop. I am An' I tell to him of my great love that
all the time gilding the frame of the I have for Norah, an' he laugh at me.
Heiney Mon Dleu! He laugh the bitter laugh
pictures in my Btore. Yes.
what you call the hoss laugh. Yea.
bring to me the fair Norah, an' say
that she wish to have me to make the He say to me like this:
"Perry, you are one dam fine boy,
frame of the picture of her father, the
but no daughter of mine shall make
grand M'sieu' Patrick DempBey.
the marry with a man that eat the
Then it Is that I have ask Ma'mselle
Norah that I may call and make my frog leg. No, sare! Not on your life,"
devoirs. An' she make the smile of
weetness and say to me like this:
"Sure thing.''
So it is that I am often making the
call at the house of the Dempsey's.
the fair Norah she
An'
begin to make me the firs' name. An'
her papa, he cannot like my firs' name
in the French. You see, M'sieu', the
firs' name which I have is that of
Pierre, an' the papa of Norah, he do
not like the French, nor can he make
the pronouncing as it shall' be, so he
call me "Perry."
Mon Dleu, they are awful, these
Americalne! The men' Not the wore

When Love Laughed.

e,
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No.

No.

80 It come that I have the track on
the inside of the othair adorers of the
fair Norah. For why? Ah, M'sieu",
you ask such a question? Have I not
the belle airs, the graces, the accomplishment, the charm of the true son
Have you not
of la belle France?
en it with your own eyes? Yes.
It is thus, M'sieu'. I take the charming Norah to the chowder party of her
father's club an' to the baseball game
an' to the hossraclng an' to the opera.
But not so much to the opera as to the
drama. For Norah. she say that she
anuot make to like the singing of the
prime donne. No. No. It is not that
he have not the divine love of the
art, but she say that the dagoes get
too fresh nowadays anyway, an' it is
not to the good to give them the encouragement by spending the money
to get them to sing. Mais, certalne-ment- ,
M'sieu'. 8he call them all
Ah, well, M'sieu', when you
have the experience of me with the
s.

"I have tie hand on my heart."
fair sex then you will know a I do
how to please them. So it is that I
take hur no more to the opera, but
rather to the show where the man
tick the hatchet in the hoad of the
otber man an' the audience laugh to

the very! much. Yes. An' I buy the
Oh.
Ice cream an' the sodywater.
If 'sleu', when one is with the Romans
he inns' make the Rome howl. Yes.
an' so 1 have adap' myself to the circumstance an' thus win the heart of
the adorable Norah.
make to
Thus It is that one day
her the questioning that she be my
rife. I bave the hand on my heart.
1
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Then he say:
"Sure, ye are two of th young dlvtl,
I must say. But It will be a good t'lng
In the
that we have all the
family, so Potry, lad, you may have
her, an' God forgive the trick ye've
played on her poor of hungry daddy.
But are there any more of thlm Frlnch
chlckena In th' kitchen?"
So you see, M'sieu', It li true that
the man of gallantry will fin' no obstacle too much to the greatness when
he have the grand passion In the heart
of him. An' It is also true that the
way to the heart of the
is
through the stomach. Yes, It is so.
frog-eatl-

nggnJK
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kings of Irelan'. He look at me an
then at Norah, an' then he laugh until the waiters all look to th table.

THE GARROTE

IN MANILA.

High Sheriff May be Compelled to Cse
It at An Execution.
High Sheriff Peterson Is wondering
how It feeln to garrote a man, says
the Manllr New American. The subject was suggested to him by the discovery that there was a murder case
on the docket of Judge Odlln'B court
and that the mode of punishment precode, under
scribed by the Spanish
which the court1- atl now operated, is
death In the chair.
The murderer is Lorenzo Antiparde,
charged with killing a native policeman last September In Tondo. If convicted and condemned to death, so the
learned say, there Is but one way to
carry out the sentence: Section 101 of
the code reads: "The penalty of death
shall be executed by garrote upon a
scaffold."
The subject seemed to prey upon the
He
sheriff's mind all day yesterday.
wore a preoccupied look and at times
was seen to give his hands a sharp,
twisting motloj, followed by a look
of shock and disgust, as In the Imagination he heard the neck crack or
listened to the strangled victim's dying struggle for breath.
Opinions differed as to the form of
the machine by which the death penalty was executed in years gone by.
Originally It consisted of a chair with
ap upright post for a back. To this
was attached an Iron collar, which
fitted around the criminal's neck.
Through the post passed a screw, the
point of which pressed upon the back
of the neck of the man in the chair.
One turn of the crossbar handle of
this screw forced the point through
the cervical vertebrae of the conhim instantly.
demned and killed
This was the machine used in Cuba,
Spanish lawyers say that In the Philippines the apparatus differed in that
the pointed screw and collar were absent The back post had a broad
'uuar u behind the head, through two
ropes. The
passed
holes In which
ends. of the ropes were fastened to a
short board, narrow enough to pass
under the chin and cover the throat.
The other ends of the rope wound
round a drum, and when this was
turned the throat piece was drawn
back till Hi victim's wind was shut
strangulation followed. If
off and
properly worked the shock killed Instantly or rendered the man unconscious, but If the executioner faltered
slow death by suffocation ensued and
the struggles of the unfortunate were
terrible to witness and listen to.
-

Might Have Heen Wnrsa.
While things were humming in the
ballet-rooof the New York Metropolitan Opera House one day last week
a section of the ballet was called to the
tore to rehearse an "Indian" ballet.
There was nothing in the girls' costumes to indicate the character of the
dance, but as they came whooping and
gyrating down the stage in front of
Albertlerl with their tin tomahawks,
looking on remarked:
one
some
"What? You got a Carrld Nation ballet?" "No," said Albertierl wearily:
"Eet eei no zo bad as zat. Eeet eex
only Indians."
m
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not the chicken."

he say. "Begob, none of that will I
hov in mine."
Of course, then my heart Is to the
break utterly. An' when I see Norah
she weep upon my shoulder so that 1
have to spend fifty cents with the tailBut you
or to fix the coat once more.
know the proverb that true loe make
So he
the laugh at the locksmith.
also make the merriment at the p'pa.
Listen. I will tell it.
It is Norah that have the insplra
inn. An' It is I that make the Inspiration the reaiity In action. I firs' have
the comerence with Antotne, my
He Is the chef at the Cafe
frlen'.
Francaise. an' he say he will be mos'
honor' to help me, an' more than moB'
happy to be of assistance to the fair
Norah. For he have seen her with
me at the little supper on occasions.
Now, behold, the nex' step is to ask
the p'pa Patrick that he an' Norah
take the petite dinner with me at the
Cafe Francaise. He say:
"Sure, Perry, me boy. But, remember, no frogs; just the plain dinner
of the Americana "
An' so it come that he have the seat
of honor with me an' Norah at the
table. An' I tell him that we have the
fine spring chicken of France. An' be
eat of the fine spring chicken. Oh, he
Yes.
eat with the raos' heartiness.
Yes. He ask for more, an' Antolne
himself bring the more an' urge him
that he make himself eat to the full
of him. An' at the last, he make the
chuckle an' say:
"Perry, they may not know much In
France, but, begob, they know how to
raise chickens, au' how to fry thim,
too, bedad."
Then it Is that I am near to the fall
out from my chair for the laughter,
an' Norah, she too Is making the giggle. An' when P'pa Patrick Bee the
laugh that we make he ask what the
Joke is.
An' Norah she smile an' aay:
"Oh, p'pa, dear, it is such a gran'
Joke on you. It is not the chicken, but
tbu leg of the frog that you have eaten so Intensely."
Now. behold the nobility of the
M'seui' Dempsey, who have often to)'
me that he is from the line of the

ONE OF THE TURNOUTS
The annual horse show in Chi ago is
the great society event of the season.
The event begins the flrBt Monday in
November and continues for six days.
Managing Director John B. Kitchen,
who is practically at the head of the
show this year, was instrumental in
securing no fewer than 700 entries.
Among the exhibitors this 'year are
Thomas W. Lawson, George Gould,
Howard Willets and William C. Whitney. Another prominent New Yorker,
formerly of Chicago, who has made a
Divorce Law Unchanged.
The effort made by a powerful element in the Protestant Episcopal
Church of the United States to effect a
chan.e in Its laws ei 1 g wit divorce
dishas faile 1, after a m .st exbatir-tivcussion of the matter in the convenAt prestion held in San Francisco.
ent the church legalizes the marriage
of a divorced person where the cause
for the separation Is the statutory law
of thl3 state namely adultery. The
proposed law would deny remarriage
while either party to the origin il marriage contract was living. For the
proposed amendment powerful voices
were raised; but fear of its effect, if
adopted, coupled with a belief on the
denying remarriage to the Innocent
victim of another's sin, defeated the
part of some of the injustice of
measure.
The Episcopal church thus maln-- I
tains Its original position relative to
the evil of divorce. That It Is a growing evil is Indisputable.
Divorces are
increasing so rapidly, are being granted on such trivial grounds, that If a
check Is not called the consequences
are sure to be extremely
Men and women engage In matrimony,
thinking little of Its responsibilities,
and when tbe first misunderstanding
comes, usually in Uniflc nt. o e or the
other runs to the courts to have the
bond dissolved. And the a acrity with
which such demand is granted is quite
as much an injury to morals as the
act of separation. Between the unthinking ones who seek divorce and
the judges who grant it without much
knowledge of the case sensible people

SEEN AT CHICAGO'S HORSE SHOW.
number of entries Is Judge William Dick, are also entered. Many exhibitH. Moore.
ors from various points In the West
Among the prominent Chicagoans will be In attendance.
who entered large stables are C. K. O.
Two novel features have been added.
Billing James Hobart Moore, W. Ver- On three nights there will be a comnon Booth, A. Montgomery Ward, H. petitive firemen's
drill, when the
M. Norton and M. H. Tichenor.
Mr. horses from the engine houses will be
Billings' Little Boy, who holds the put through all the details of a drill.
world's champion record to wagon, On the other three nights of the week
will also "or on exhibition.
H. M. there will be an artillery drill, the
Norton's famous Dr. Pitzer, with a men and horses coming from Fort
record of 2:12, and W. Vernon Sheridan by special arrangement with
Booth's champion polo pony. Brown the authorities at Washington.
TO BE

are alarmed and unless some rigorous
steps are taken to head off this movement our moral decadence Is certain
to follow.

Potatoes Yield Klch Returns.
The farmers of Central New Jersey
have done well out of the potato crop
this year. Here are some Instances:
Wilson Clayton, a Monmouth county
grower, got 2,072 barrels from 20
acres, and he sold these for more than
$4,000. Benjamin Hays got 100 barrelB
of potatoes to the acre and received
more than $4,000 for his crop. Robin-- I
son brothers sold their crop early In
the season, when the price was high.
and got about $7,000 for It.
Bank
men say that more notes have been
paid off this year by the farmers than
ever before.
Thistle as a Substitute for Hay.
The great scarcity of hay in Kansas has led to the trial of a substitute
which has long been considered worthless but which is proving itself to be
of great value as a food for cattle.
Russian thlalles are gathered and
stacked like hay for winter feeding
and. despite the fact that they have
millions of fine spines, each of which
is as sharp as the point of a needle.
Cattlemen In the section where they
flourish say that when damp, cattle
eat them readily, and get a good deal
of nutriment frum them.
Malaria continues to be a greater
scourge of the British army in India
than any other fatal disease.

Girl ctr Acting Governor

Growing Vegetables In Alaska.
The chance for young men to engage hi trade In Alaska are still abundant. The dairyman at Juneau Is getting rich. The gardener made $4,000
e
this season from a little
patch of ground, despite the fact that
there a great number of vegetables
that will not thrive In that locality.
Tomatoes will not mature. The vines
thrive well, but will not produce fruit.
Cabbages grow until they become Immense in Bize. but the heads will not
get hard.
Potatoes grow out of the
ground and are not palatable.
Corn,
squash, benns and cucumbers will not
grow on account of the excessive
moisture and cool nights. Nearly
everything else In the way of vegetables can be produced In large quantities.
two-acr-

There are now about thirty women
pastors of Unltailan churches in the
United States. The latest addition to
their ranks is Miss Estella R. Padgham
of Syracuse, N. Y who has just been
ordalnfe, tnd who has accepted a call
to the jnistorato of a church at Perry,
Pa. Miss Padgham is a graduate of
Smith College, and took a omrae in
theology at the Th o ogical
nt Meadville, Pa.

William Dean Howells, the novr-Hssaid in a recent Interview that, after
a desperate endeavor he had at last
been able to accustom himself to dictating his letters to a stenographer,
but he added that he could not dictate
fiction in this manner and never expected to be able to do so.
.

of JVebv Jersey

Milling In Minnesota.

With Its several hundred

monster
went to Buffalo to attend the exposi
tion, taking Private Secretary Herbert
Tuttle with him. Executive Clerk Edward T. Fox was taken sick the day
after, thus leaving Miss Gill to act as
Qovernor.
Her duties consist principally of opening and answering the
large number of letters that come every day for the Governor. MIbs Gill,
who Is but 22, comts of a rather distinguished family. Her grandfather
was Bennington Gill, head of the rich
firm of agricultural tool manufacturers that did business up to a few years
ago under the name of Gill & Sons.
The family was wealthy. It has a record of revolutionary doinj that distinguishes it. Miss Gill herself was
born on the homestead at Allentown,
N. J., ten miles from Trenton. It was
after she was quite a girl that the family suddenly lost its wealth. Her father, Clarence N. GUI, became a railroad
conductor to support his family, and
today Is conductor of a Pullman train
between Boston nnd New York. Helen Gill, a sister, became a teacher, and
lac: year bad a kindergarten in then
Trenton home at 290 Hamilton avenue.
Miss Agnes was graduated from the
Trenton high school In 1896 and entered Stuart's Business College. Then
she went Into u law offtqg for a time.
Helen now teaches music, and little
DlBbrow, 10 years old, and worshiped
by both girls, is in school. The one
entanglement of the heart of the Hon.
Miss GUI Is her passionate love for
her mother. Mrs. GUI was reared in
Her early mara home of refinement.
ried life was passed in an atmosphere
of wealth and comfort.
And it is to
make her happy that Miss Agnes works

mills Minnesota easily leads the country in Its milling industry. The anmills
nual output of Minneapolis
amounts to over 13,000,000 barrels, and
the combined capacity of the state's
mills Is considerably over 100,000 barrels a day. The Minneapolis mills are
the finest in the world, and one system of five of them grinds about
bushels of wheat a year.
Diversion.

There was an old cheesemonger I
knew once who was fined for having a
lump of bacon fat stuck under the
profit side of his butter scales. I spoke
to him about It as delicately as I
could. "I didn't ought to ha' done It
so clumsy, o' course," he said. "But
you see my weights was all wrong, too,
and that might ha' meant imprisonment. So I had to divart suspicion."
London King.
N

Horse Kaoes

for

llueuos

Ayres

Officials.

The mayor of Buenos Ayres has
an order prohibiting those municipal employes who handle the public funds from attending the races.
An Investigation has shown that on
race days a majority of the office
holders were not to be found at thlr
posU, but at the race track.
Hla Admission.

"I hear that you are engaged,
said Sterllngworth.
"Is it
"Well, 1
time for congratulations?"
won't acknowledge that," replied the
happy young man, "but I'm about to
confer upon a certain young lady the
right to select my uecktles for me."
Detroit Free Press.
Gold-thorp- ,"

America's cup looks suspiciously

like

so

Miss Agnes Montgomery QUI has
been Acting Governor of the state of
last few days which perhaps never be- fore befell a young woman. She has

been Acting Governor of the state of
New Jersey.
Miss Gill is really only
executive stenographer to Governor
Voorheet, but rtscently the executive

hard.
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raising the wages of
ployes to the extent c
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Ma DaNfhted the llrorta nf four Uttle
Children at I'olL
All who know Mme. Lillian Nordlca,
the popular prima donna, testify that
ahe has as k.ntlly a h art as ever beal
In a human breast. She recently Kpi'nt
eome time at Boll, and during one o.
her walks through the village she saw
four Uttle girls paying in front of a
tumble-dow- n
house built apparently In
mediaeval times. Thry had a doll of
unique description. It was made of
a bootjack clad In a torn bit of apron.
The next afternoon Mme. Nordlca set
out on foot for Bonndorf, the nearest
Tillage of importance, with two
friends. Half way up the mountain
the rain, which had threatened for
some
hours, came dripping down.
Throwing her cloak about her shoulder and digging her walking cane
firmly into the Bllppery way she climbed upward.
Her che ks w,to pink
from exertion and perspiration mingl-- 4
with the raindrops on her face, but
fo Bonndorf she finally went. A
sarch disclosed a shop where dolls
of wonderful waxen and expressionless
countenances of the kind that see light
In the black forest, were waiting on
tha shelves. The hour was late, so a
carriage was ordered at the inn and
down to Boll she drove In the twilight. Out of the carriage she climbed,
the famous Brunnhllde of the Metropolitan opera, and lifted the antique
knocker on the door of the tumbledown house In Boll. It was not yet
night, but the p asanta had gone to
bed. Presently a man's head was
stuck out of the window. To explain
her mission was a brief matter. The
smiling father In rather scant raiment
hurried down to take the paper containing the four dolls. As she drove
away four tous'ed y. How little heads
were stuck out of th11 window and
shrieks of delight folk.wed her while
she waved her hand until a bend in the
.oad shut out the sight an'l sound of
the happiness that she had left behind.
KHEDIVE'S LOVE STORV.
Devotion of Kffrptlnii Monarch to Hll
Beautiful Wife la Vnuaual.
One of the most beautiful of Egyptian women is the khedivah, and those
around the palace never Men to
weary of singing her praises, says a
writer in the Detroit Free Press. She
Is one of the mort devoted of wives.
The khedive is one of 'the few eastern
rulers who has lived In a genuine love
story with the heroine for his wife.
The peerless Ikb.il Hanem Is of the
Circassian race. She was formerly a
slave of thevididi (dowager) khedivah.
at whose house the then young ruler of
Egypt first saw her. As beauty gives
rank in the Orient, the young slave's
condition did not interfere with her
advancement. She wa? courted and
won by the dashing young prince, and
finally formally married to him find
raised to the rank of khedivah. frhe
happy couple model their household
She
after the European fashion.
neither paints nor powders her face, as
is the Custom of Rirynti in wnrnon of
liigh rank. She likes European dress

and has European servants and goverShe
d'tughtir.
nesses for her
studies with her children and has an
open, Inquiring mind.
The khedive
adores his wife and Is a devoted father.
He has charming manners, an easy,
smooth address, In which there is just
a touch of the good fellow. His most
Intimate friends always remember that
he is khedive. He is quite stout, the
result, It is said, of his having when
at the cadet school in Vienna imitated
his professors In drinking beer. He is
good looking and intelligent. He has
displayed rare capacity for keeping his
own counsel. The smooth penciling of
brows, eyelids and a certain dreamy
expression give the oriental touch to

the
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DISCOVERY
INVENTION.

Illnmlnated Signal Kit
Ingrnlnua Device for Cae In Time of War for tha
Tranaralealon of Information
Scientific Note.
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THE TIME TO LAUGH.

leafy and branchy, would be seen Mating up suddenly all in one heaving,
booming, passionate flame reaching
from the ground to the top of the
tree, and fifty to a hundred feet or
more above It, with a smoke column
bending forward and streaming away
on the upper
wind.
To burn these green trees a strong
Are of dry wood beneath them 1 required to send up a current of air hot
enough to distill Inflammable
gases
from the leaves and sprays; then. Instead of the lower limbs gradually
catching Are and Igniting the next and
next In succession, the whole tree
seem to explode almost simultaneously, and with awful roaring and throbbing a round, tapering flame shoots up
two or three hundred feet, and In a
Becond or two Is quenched, leaving the
green spire a black dead mast bristled
g
and roughened
with
boughs.
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FERrECTLV PLAIN.
Uncle 'Rastus, who was seeking Information concerning mushrooms, had
been referred by a preternaturally solemn student to the professor of botany, and with hat In hand he was ad-

dressing that dignitary.
"Would yo' mind tellin' me, Mistah
Mandrake," he said, "how to 'stlngulsh
a musharoon f'm a toadstool?"
"Willingly," replied the professor.
"In the first place, you must remember
that the amanlta phalloides, or deadly
agaric, closely resembles the agarlcus
campestrls, or edible fungus, which is
our common variety and absolutely Innocuous.
Next, it will be necessary
to fix firmly In your mind the distinguishing marks or characteristics of
the agarlcus campestrls, which are
these: A pileus not covered with
scales; gills of a brownish purple when mature; stalk solid
and approximately cylindrical; ring
near middle of stalk; ha- not bulbous
and not sheathed by membrane. The
distinguishing characteristics of the
amanlta phalloides, or deadly agaric.
are these: Pileus destitute of distinct
excrescences; wjiite gills, hollow stalk;
large ring, and prominent bulb at base,
margin.
with membraneous upper
Bearing these points of differentiation
fully In mind, you will never be at a
loss to determine which variety you
encounter in any given case."
"Yes, suh," said Uncle 'RastUB, turn-- '
ing his hat round and round in his
fingers. "I un'stan' dat all right, but
how's 1 gwlne tell 'em apaht?" Chi-- 1
cago Tribune.

Overcoming a rtlfflrnlty.

the supporters a tension arrangement
must be used. It has occurred to Louin
Dahl, a Texas Inventor, that the body
portion of the suspenders might be
maintained in a fixed position, and
thereby hold the shirt In place, if the
play was provided for by coiled springs
located In the three ends. The idea
la carried out as shown, with
d
drums contains in metallic
pockets and adapted to revolve and
pay out the cord whenever undue
spring-controlle-

his face.

AND

Tha mt itoitonlan dot a Seat, bnt Had
to Taka Keen Retort In tha Bargain
A Qalet
Uncle Baatua'
Retreat
Philosophy.

free-flowi-

Its face.

ATTACHMENT t on st KI'ENDERS.
The elastic webbing lu a pair of suspenders Is sometimes more of a nuisance than the convenience It Is Intended to be, as It frequently hitches
the shirt upward when yielding to the
various motions of the body. As it is
necessary, however, to make some provision for variation in the strain on

ORIGINAL

ATTACHMENT
FOR SINKS,
this new sink attachment to catch the
waste products before they fall into
the trap, thus making It easy for the
material to be removed by any one
without the aid of a plumber.
The
device Is composed of a wire cloth basket of fine mesh, which is suspended
inside an enla ged section of the outlet pipe, with means for removing the
lid and lifting out the basket to empty the contents. Around the central
lid Is a perforateu rim, through which
the water flows into the slanting gutter below, passing thence through a
coarse screen into the wire basket,
where the liquid is drained of all foreign matter. Suspended from two ears
at the sides is a wire handle by which
to remove the basket, and the cover
can be lifted by the sliding loop at the
center.

which held only four passengers. None
of them made any sign of an indication to move up and give him a seat.
He hinted repeatedly, but received no
encouragement, and finally said gruffly, so as to be heard by every passenger in the car:
"These benches are made for five human beings or four car hogs."
His rebuke caused a general laugh,
which was quickly turned on him when
one of the four men arose to leave the
car. As he stepped off he remarked:
"You are mistaken. These benches
were made for four three human beings and one car hog. Take your seat."

LIQUID rtJBIi BURNING.

A QUIET

RETREAT.

Kio

er

A few

gold-trimm-

Kurnpe'a Tom Thumb Mtate.
The tlniist thing in the way of

in-

dependent European states Is San Marino. Its rival to the claim of tllmlnu-tlveneIs Monaca, hut this Is a republic snugly tucked away among the
eastern spurs of the Apennines. It Is
only thirty-twmiles square, aud has
a population fewer than 9.000. But It
and prosperous Uttle
is a dignified
community, and no less proud of Its
independence.
It has just beei. celebrating ita alxteentb century and has
jubilated right royally over Its anniversary. San Marino Is embraced
within the area of Italy, but though
It acknowledges
the king of Italy as
and protector It strictly
Its friend
maintains its independence.
London
ss

o

Black and White.

i

COILED SPRINGS REPLACE THE
ELASTIC,
strain Is exerted, the springs revolving
the drums in the opposite direction
and winding up the cord again us soon
as the strain is removed. As metal will
retain its life much longer than rubber the Improved suspenders should
be more desirable than the old pattern
from the point of durability, and the
Increase In weight Is scarcely perceptible to the wearer.
Bl'KNINU Til IS HKIIWDUU.
Perhaps the most . lartllng phenomenon of the fire was the quica death of
childlike seguolas only a century or
two of age, says John Mulr In the Atlantic. In the midst of the other comparatively slow and steady fire work,
on of these tall, beautiful saplings,

softest material.

Hwedeu'a Electric Railway.
Sweden promises to be the first country to substitute electricity for steam
upon a large acale on railroad lines

"By heaven. Tom, I'll pay that mort
gage myself!"
Then this consummate old joker and
clover actor strolled out Into the lobby
to enjoy one of the biggest sensation
a first night audience at Wallack's hail
had In their lives. Incidentally, too.
the ruse of Jerome's helped materially
to the making of the play. New York
Times.
THEIR USE.

Travelers to California

Naturally desire to see the grandest
and inoRt impressive scenery en route.
This you will do by leleCttng the Den
rer & Rio Orunde ami Rio Grande
Western, "The iCCBlc Line of
and "The G refit Suit Lake
Route," In one or both direction, nx
this line lias two separate routes across
the Rocky mountains between Denver
and Ogden. Tickets reading via this
route are available either via its main
,
line through the Royal Gorge,
over Tennessee pass, through the
Canon of the Grand river and
Springs, or via the line over
Marshall Pass and through the Black
Canon of the Gunnison, tlnm enabling
the traveler to use one of the nbove
routes (Wing mid the other returning.
Three splendidly equipped fast trains
are operated to and from the Pacltlc
coast, which carry tbrfuigh standard
sleepers dally between Chicago, St.
Louis, Denver nud San Francisco. Din
Ing oars (service a la carte) on all
through trains. If yon contemplate
such a trip, let ul send you beautifully
Illustrated pamphlets, free. S. K.
Lead-vllle-

Glen-woo-

Hooper, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.

Doctor Oh. no: that Isn't done at nil
We don't bleed patients as they
used to do. Patient Ah! Not with the
lancet, you mean?
now.

Care of the Complexion.
Many rxroeia with delicate skin aufToi
greatly in winter from chapping. Frequently the trouble arises from the use
of Impure soap and cheap aalvea.
The
face and hands should be waahed only In
clear, hot water wltn Ivory Soap. A little mutton tallow or almond oil may be
uaed after the bath to soften the skin.
ELIZA R. PARKER.
Doctor This man la overworked. His
brain la Vailing. You should have called
me sooner. Wife While he had any sense
left he wouldn't have a doctor.

Foolish and oDstinate people alone
suffer from neuralgia or rheumatism.
For they can always secure Wizard OH
.
and curt
Bill Were you ever held up on th
street? Jim Never, except when I waa
so drunk I couldn't stand alone.
i

.

.

Dropsy treated free by Pr H. H. Green
Sons, of Atlanta, Ua. The greatest dropty
specialists in the world. Head their advertisement in another column of this paper.

proportions as if he could back up
any remark he might card to make in
public boaided a Boston (Mass.) car
"J wonder why der iaw compel
the other night. The car was filled,
esc;pss."
hut the man happened to get in a row ter have fire flower-pot-

There has been recently brought out
"The doctor recommended me to go
in England what is known as the
to a farmhouse for two weeks this
system of burning liquid fuel, summer," said the man of nerves, "and
Which. Is attracting much
attention I'm wondering if he ever passed a
from persons interested In the matter, night outside of a city. On my first
It is known as the hydrcleum system, night the tree toans kept me awake, on
and by meuns of it all descriptions of my second the n.osteis crowed from
liquid hydrocarbons from petroleum midnight on. and in my third a big
bO the various tars and tar refuse are
bullfrog In the horse pond didn't perconsumed with an entire absence of mit me to close my eyes. I got up next
smell and smoke. Tht, burner commorning and told the farmer I couldn't
prises a combined feed of steam and stand It and must go, and he heard
oil, or refuse, and the vapor of these me In surprise and said:
two Is concentrated upon an Incan" 'Why, man, I've had summer boarddescent firebrick, upon striking which ers here who got so lonesome nights
the combined steam, by means of the that I had to drive the old hull up and
intense heat, is divided into oxygen twist his tail to m ,ke him beller and
and hydrogen, and these combining keep them company!'"
with
the carbon are ignited and
passed through the boiler. So perfect
I.IM KOI s FAMUON
is the combustion and so intense is
the heat that is generated that a considerable economy is effected in the
Sssr 1 sil
k
consumption of the fuel for boilers 'of
every description. Tests with a fifty
VAuoevtUA
aaJK
horse-powHornsby
boiler
have
vafl Eh
shown that fifteen pounds of water
are evaporated by the consumption
of one pound of tar refuse, whereas
with the same quantity of steam coal
only nine pounds of water are evaporated. The admiralty have exam- ined the process and intend to experiNtbsey Come on, Chimmie, let's go
ment with it in the navy.
In an1 see de show.
PERFECT i.l ss GOWN.
The most wonderful dress In the
world Is owned by an American singer, Miss Ellene Jaqua of Brooklyn, N.
Y., who has recently purchased for the
sum of $l,ii50 the gown made of spun
glass which was such a feature of the
costume exhibit al the Paris exhibition.
The gown differs materially
from the famous glass dress shown at
the World's Fair in Chicago, and
purchased by the Infanta Eulalle, for
the dress in the possession of the
Spanish Princess cannot be worn on
account of the fragility of the strands
of glass which snap and splinter with
the slightest effort to bend them.
Miss Jaqua is the first woman to wear
a real glass gown.
The glassblowers of Dresden, Germany, who fashioned this wonderful
gown, were five months in "blowing"
the cloth. Infinite cure and labor were
necessary to blow the glass until the
strands or threads were strong and
yet pliable enough to be woven into
a cloth that could be cut and handled.
Fourteen yards of extra wide glass
cloth, 35 yards of spun glass braid and
25 yards of glass fringe were required
for the dress. In spite of this quantity of cloth, the dress is no heavier
than an ordinary evening gown of the

panion:

"Was it a quiet weddlne?" "Of course.
Tou don't expect they would quarrel
right right before the clergyman, did
you?"

HE GOT A SEAT.
A man who looked from his physical

GARBAGE-HOLDIN-

'

Boyal Splendor tlalne In Franca.
years ago. says a Paris correspondent, no
French
aristocrat
would have dared venture out in the
street of Republican Paris with a
gaily blazoned carriage, resplendently
harnessed noises, driven by a gorgeously U Tared powdered
coachman,
accompanied by an equally gorgeously
liveried powdered footman, nor would
Monsieur Grevy, when president, have
driven out precede ! by a gaudily dressJackets, esed plquers in
corted by dashing cavalry troops.
Today the smartest of the smart aristocracy have their superbly liveried
powdered men on their carriage boxes,
and Monsieur I.nuliet drives forth upon
gala occasions In a style suggestive of
a dealre for royal Bpli ndor.

triUKKWB.
Apropos of the wave of melodrama,
now almost engulfing the local stage.
Justice Jerome recalls this story of his
father, the late Lawrence R. Jerome
who as
,ai r
Jerome was one of tin
best known of the old school of practical JokerR and "men about town."
With a friend Mr. Jerome was watch
Ing the progress of a real heart thriller
of the old days, the plot, of course,
revolving about the disposition of a
mortgage that threatened to thwart the
happiness of the heroine the charm
Ing Mrs. John Hoey, In her da
as any actress of these times
With the plot at It thickest, the hero
lne In despair, the villain triumphant
and the outlook In every way dark for
the persecuted girl as the curtain was
descending at the end of the third act,
"Larry" Jerome, with tears rolling
down his cheeks, rose from his sea:
and in most impassioned tones, his
voice broken with Bobs, but audible all
over the house, exclaimed to his com'

down-curlin-

"When I started to run the cord leading to the kite was in a horizontal
position, but the lanterns still remained perpendicular as ihe mammoth
kite rose rapidly. The illumination
was an instant and brilliant success,
the face of the huge kit being sharply
outlined against the dark sky. While
the kite rose all right, r soon found
that the lighted lanterns caused the
bridle to exert a strain too low down
on the kite, thus at the first ascension
lessening the steepness with which
the kite cord was carried up into the
air, but by changing the flying point
on the bridle to a higher position I
soon overcame this difficulty.
"It Is always a great advantage in
night signa'ing and other experiments
to fasten appiraius direct to the kite,
for thus a gnater height can be attained.
I have attached
very few
things direct to kites in atrial experimental work, liecause anything that
affects the balance or center of gravity
of the kite will Instantly prevent an
ascension unless a counter weight is
added to restore the center of gravity.
Kven a few ounces in we ght may prevent an ascension In lig..t winds. In
my
kite the bridle only
13 affected, and this was remedied easily. I have not used Incandescent
lights, because lighting with electric
wire requires insulation and a return
circuit, besides exp nse and difficulty
In the transportation of heavy machinery. For army signaling, exploration
or night carnivals, I have produced an
apparatus which weighs only eight or
ten pounds, and which can bp carried
in a pack by one man. A light tripod,
weighing about half a pound, can be
used to place the kite and lanterns In
an upright position when starting the
kite up Into the air."

JOKES.

SELECTED.

Mi.Ml, II IT
has arranged a
"new
kite for war
In midair, and for signaling between exploring parties," says a New
York dispatch. This Is a mammoth
kite, nine feet In diameter, flown with
three lanterns fastened cicse to the
kite, and brightly lighting it The
'ights can be shut off and turned on
by pulling the signaling line specific
distances, thus making the dot and
dash Morse signal code. The signal
line la loose and joins the main line
BAVBS FLCMHKBN' mils
at the earth. Concerning the device
Many a housewife who thinks she Is
Mr. Eddy says:
careful not to throw anything in the
"In my recent experiment with a sink Is surprised at the amount of
kite, devised for makwaste brought to light by the plumber
ing intermittent light flashes at night, who has been srnt for to discover the
the chief difficulty I encountered was cause of the r'ogsed drain, for the matIn starting the kite without assistance, ter will accumulate in spite of extreme
for I believed that the kite would be care. One Charles E. Cox haB designed
more useful if it could be handled by
one person. I Btarted the kite aloft
hy first leaning it against a telegraph
pole in a perpendicular position, with
the lighted lanterns suspended near
MINI II

William

P,.

GOOD

POOI.TNO A THEATER

"Why, fer

yei

I am aure Plao'a Cure for Consumption saved:
my life three years ago. Mrs. Thus. Robbihs,
Maple Street. Norwich, N. Y., Feb. 17. 1800.

of course."

s,

Johnnie wants to know if they cut up
to make artificial eyaa.

looking-glasse- s

JOHNNY ON THE CAMEL.
The camel is a large and homely animal and has warts on its knees. You
can ride a camel if yuti want to, but I
would rather pay 15 Cents and walk.
Still, if anybody needs exercise and
has a camel I think he ought to ride
him. The camel Is a very patient animal. He will chew his victuals five
ralnute3 and still not have them ready
to swallow, hut keeps on chewing. The
camel frequents deserts and caravans,
and has one or two lumps on his hack.
He is often spoken of In the Bible and
In Ben-H- i
:. We ought to read our
Bibles every day and he good. Once
there was a lion that dared a camel to
run a race, and the camel took him
up. They ran throe times a.'ound the
glittering arena and neither one wa
ahead, but when they dashed under the
wire on the home stretch the camel
straightened out his neck and won by
nearly six feet. The carnal has three
compartments in his stomach and his
hair is useful for making shawls and
paint brushes.

Mrs. Wlnalow'a Soothing Syrup.

For children teething, aoftena the iruma, reducea Inflammation . allaya pain, euros wind colic. 36c a bottle-

Sarah Ann John writes such a gushing
letter! Mary Jane Perhaps he uses a
fountain pen.
uttai
TS rermanen:!)-- ated. ulH
fSend
rut any uno ot Itr. klina (treat Narva Restorer.
tor
trial nciltlo and treatiaa.
8

S't.OO
FREE
Kl.lNi. Ltd.,: Arnn

SI. I'lulldnlphia. Pa
The court of Inquiry will no doubt aoon
give us its opinion of the Schley way tn
which Cervera'a lleet was disposed of.

PH. H.

2
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Trifling that Costs.
Neglect

Sciatica and Lumbago
And ju may bo disabled and
Incapacitated fur work for
many lone days.

Johnny.
MASS.

UNCLE EliEN'S SAVINGS.

norf wind hollers 'fo' It hit you.
dog chain tramples on ekal
rights.
De quicksand
don't fool you but
De
De

fSt Jacobs Oil
Will care surely, right away,
and save time, money and
suffering. It

once.
De bobbykew

takes 'way heap o' bad

fecUn's.
Sunday breeches
been paid for.

fit

bes' when dey

'Tis dangerous to hab de rotten
round ob de ladder on top.
'Tain't no consolation to git chewed

Conquers Pain

V

4
4

Price, 33c and 50c.
SOU) BY ALL DEALERS

IK MEDICINE.

.WW

up by a
dog.
De rabbit! ain't pertlckler 'bout holes
when de noun's git in sight.
When a man gits too kcerful to was'e
his tater peelln'b, he'B runnlii' de thing
In de groun.
A po' man out o' wuk Is win orf dan
a stray dog, 'cause he got to keep on
fus-clas- B

Denver Directory.
The Dcnvi-Tent
and Awning Co.
r
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6ckil

explainin 'his sitivatloa.
.1. Ml A ID Tl.NT A AWM.M. CO. HODen
THK (iuuhall,
Trea Laraeat nianuraoiurera in the
'

SPOTTED.
"Weary," said Mr. Waggles aide
partner, as they reposed on a slant of
tender turf besicN the quiet highway,
"do you know what Jlgsby's been

tim

about you?"
"Nop," said the great man as he
looked longingly Into the void of his
battered can; "wot'B he been ayin'?"
"He says," replied the side partner,
Cholly Aw. my seat's up neah the
"that you was once so hard up that
front, I believe.
jou actually sawed an armful o' wood
fer a wldder woman."
"It's easy enuff to see wot that story
means," said the great wanderer,
gloomily.

"Wot does it mean. Weary?"
"It means bluckmail; that'B wot It
means."
And then, the subject being a delicate one, it was permanently dropped.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Chimmie Dere's no use talkln',
dood is some good, ufter all.
NOW HE

a

KNOWS.

"I have read a good deal about killing mosquitoes with kerosene," said
the breathless man who had climbed
six flights of stairs to ask the ques-'.1"and I wish you would tell me
how they do It."
"They drown them In it." responds
ed the
editor. "If
you bet that they soak them in the
kerosene and touch a match to them
yon have lost
Call again."
answers-to-querle-

JUST WHAT HE SAID.
"You Bald," asserted the Irate customer, "that this tonic would make
hair grow."
"I did," admitted the clerk.
The customer removrd his hat and
showed a head as smo th as a billiard
ball.
"I've been us ng that tonic for three
mouths, he said.
"Oh, that's all right." answered th
clerk promptly. ' You have no hair
to grow. If y. u h .d the tonlo would
work a'l right.
What nor can vou

expect?"
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ASSAY OFFICE

Established in Colorado, 1866. Samples by mail or
express will receive prompt and careful atteot Ion
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LATE WASHINGTON NEWS AND
CONGRESSIONAL PROCEEDINGS
on census
Representative Hookcrof Mississippi
a favorable report twos ordered on the hns Introduced a Joint resolution, rebill creating a permanent census bu- citing that Commodore Schley was the
reau.
senior officer in coiuand at the battle
A general Increase of almost fifteen of Santiago; that be was In absolute
per cent. In the postal receipts at the eomtnnnd at the battle, and Is "entitled
fifty principal postoffiVes of the United to the credit due to such commanding
States during December Inst Is shown officer of the glorious victory which
li: no official statement Just Issued.
resulted In the total destruction of the
Representative Kahh of San Francis- Spanish ships." The resolution protunnel
hill
a
co has introduced a
for
vides for the thnnks of Congress to
under San Francisco May, permitting Admiral Schley and the officers and
pas
freight
and
of
men under his command.
the transportation
Son Francisco anil
si Hirers between
A meeting of the committee of westOakland.
congressmen on the proposed IrriKdward Clark, architect of the Capi- ern
gation bill wns held Monday night In
tol, died on the Hth Inst., aged seventy-ecommittee room. Mr.
ight
years. Mr. Clark came to Seuaior Warren's
secretary of the committee,
Washington from Philadelphia and Newlnnds,
letters from the secretary of the
entered upon his duties as capltol ar- read
Interior, the director of the geloglcal
chitect In J80TS.
survey and the commissioner of the'
Representative levering of Massa- general land office In answer to the
chusetts has introduced a bill provid- request of the committee to submit
of the views on the proposed bill. The secing a salary for
United States at the rite of S2.i,000 an- retary of the Interior referred the matnually from the dote of retrement from ter to the last named officials, who
the presidency.
some
suggestions and
submitted
The project of giving a national as- amendments, the substnnce of their
pect to the Chicago drainage canal, views being made toward stronger namaking It a link in water connection tional control than the bill now probetween the Great Lqjket and the Gulf vides. The question of state or federal
is being considered by the House com- control wns discussed nt length, this
being the point upon which the commitmittee on rivers and harbors.
Representative Shottuck, chairman tee seems unable to arrive at a conof the House immigration committee, clusion, being about evenly divided.
has appointed Representatives Law- An amendment submitted by Mr. Monrence, Kahn and Robb as a special dell, making water appurtenant to the
committee to consider the bill ex- land Irrigated, was adopted. The committee will continue its work Wednescluding alien anarchists.
Representative Hull, chairman of day night.
The effect of wireless telegraphy
the House committee on military
Is reported to have snid that upon the future of the submarine cable
there will be no move at this session has been developed to some extent by
of Congress for the revision of the the House committee on commerce, In
present army organisation.
connection with the hearing on the
Pacific cable. Vice President
The pension appropriation bill has
commit-teWard of the Pacific Commercial Cable
been completed by the House
on appropriations nud reported to Company snid he believed the company
1h able to make
the House. It carries $130,842,230, ex- he represented would
actly the amount of the estimates, as exclusive traffic arrangements from
against $145,215,230 appropriated Inst points beyond the Philippines and connecting with China and Japan. He
year.
that while there was no
Secretnrv Long has detached Rear maintained
purpose
set up n monopoly, yet It
Admiral Wildes from his present duty wns likelyto his
would hnve exas commandant of the Pensacola navy clusive traffic company
arrangements
with the
Rear
to
relieve
him
yard and ordered
east. Chairman Hepburn asked a
Admiral Louis Kempff, the junior far
to
effect of
ns
the
questions
of
squadron commander on the Asiatic scries
wireless telegraphy on the submarine
station.
cable. Mr. Ward replied that the new
Leading senators and representatives system presented a t Prions question.
Cubans.
the
to
disposed
assist
are still
He was not sure tlftt the Tncltlc cable
The proposition is to allow Cuba a project would have been undertaken It
straight reduction of twenty per cent, the
e
experiments had been
off the Dingley rates on sugar, molas- begun earlier. As to the claims that
e
ses and tobacco. A reduction of
wireless signals had been conveyed
per cent. Is possible.
2.000 mllel across the Atlantrc, Mr.
a
introduced
has
Tntterson
Senator
Ward snid that If the claims were
bill appropriating $28,200 additional made good they would deter people
compensation for Robert 3. Spotswood from laying any more cables.
and William C. McClellan for carrySecretary Root Is strongly opposed to
ing United States mail from Morrison
reciprocity between the
to Falrplay and Leailvllle in 1870. This commercial
by Sena- United States and the Philippines on
Mil was formerly Introd-icethe general ground that any such artor Wolcott.
rangement would be destructive of the
Rear Admiral Schley called at the "open door" policy of this government
White House on the Oth Inst, by ap- In the east. It Is argued that the Unitpointment, und spent nearly an hour ed States only secured the open door in
in conference with, the President. The China after patient
and assiduous
admiral refused to discuss the conver- diplomatic negotiations with other forsation, saying that it was of a personal eign governments concerned, and to
The President also de- now dn.v to other governments the
character.
clined to Intimate the nature of the same totitle facilities with the Philipconference.
pines enjoyed by the United
States
The notice Issued by the Venezuelan would result In closing the principal
to
Secretary
government attributing
markets in China to the United States.
Long instructions to the North AmeriSpeaking on this subject
a Cabmovements
can squadron to watch the
inet officer said that the only way tlio
Venezuelan
off
the
fleet
of the German
United States oonld do to bp treated tho
to tile uticiiUou o same ns Russia, France, Germany and
"IiS culled
CvSSt
authorized
promptly
He
offlclal.
that
Great Britain in the Chinese provinces
a delnal of the statement, saying there now In the possession of these governwas no truth in It. The North Atlantic ments would be by granting the counsquadron Is now In the West Indies. tries named equal privileges and faciliRepresentative Mondell has Intro- ties with the United States for trade
duced a bill instructing the secretary with the Philippines. "The above stateof the interior to Issue the city ments represent the position of Secreof Basin, Big Horn county, Wyoming, tary Root on the general question of
patents for the townslte upon which trade relations with the Philippines,
Uuder the law and the conclusion is that President
the city is located.
now governing, the proceeds of sales Roosevelt holds similar views.
of lots on the townslte go to the gov
committee of westernment. Under the proposed law the ernA meeting of the
senators and representatives which
city will get the benefit of such sales.
had In bund the formulation of a
Representative Kleburg of Texas lias
general Irrigation bill has been held In
has Introduced a bill directing the sec Washington, the following states being
retary of state to propose a treaty represented: Arizona, California, Colwith Mexico by which an Internation orado, South Dakota, Nevada. Oregon,
al board of engineers may ne appoint Washington, North Dakota, Wyoming,
ed to make surveys and estimates for Kansas, Idaho, Utah and Nebraska.
an International system nt irrigation Several members of tho committee
In the valley of the Rio Grande river present desired to amend the bill befor the benefit of Mexico and the Unit- fore submitting it to general caucus of
ed States. The bill appropriates $50,-00- western members,
holding that the
to carry out Its provisions.
measure had been severely criticised
Representative Shafroth, In a speech both East and West, and should be put
before the public lands committee, In perfect form before submission to
urged the members to endeavor to se- general caucus. Additional discussion
cure the reference of all the irrigation followed on an amendment offered by
bills to the public lands committee. Martin of South Dakota, proposing
Under the administration of Speaker that
f
of the receipts DC land
Reed measures of this character were sales In each state should be used for
referred to the public laud committee. Irrigation purposes within the respectSpeaker Henderson refers them to the ive states from which derived, the balon the irrigation of arid ance to be expended In any state selectcommittee
lands.
ed by the secretary of the interior. Mr.
The laborers employed hi the govern- Martin contended that the $3,000 which
ment departments will be brought Into would be available annuully for Irrigathe civil service under presidential or- tion purposes, If placed In the hands of
ders, the first of which will be issued the secretary, would probably be exIn the near future. The inclusions will pended In some one or two large enterbe made separately by departments prises, and many smaller meritorious
Instead of in bulk. There will be no projects in the several states would be
scholastic examination, applicants be- neglected. Mr. Martin resented the
ing graded according to experience and statements and publications of the
By the House committee
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MEAL.

of Heavy altrl
Almoat Indigestible Food.
What Is one man's meat is another
man's poison; some people sleep better
on a full stomach and some better on
an empty one, and there probably always will be two parties In the world,
the advocates of supper and those
who condemn It, Just as there are people who recommend a hearty breakfast
and those vho advocate a morning
meal consisting of coffee aud a roll.
Rut the advocates of going to bed on
a full stomach are Increasing, and
many physicians now recommend
a
bed time meal for weak, nervous and
While rich and
emaciated persons.
hearty food Is undoubtedly Inappropriate at bed time, a light nourishing
repast at night often conduces to sound
sleep by drawing the blood away from
the brain. The long hours of sleep
consume about
of our exAlthough there Is naturally
istence.
much less demand upon the system
during sleep than during our waking
hours, there Is still a wasting away
of tissue consequent npon the suspension of nutriment for so many hours.
If the food taken at dinner is digested
by bed time the body feeds upon Itself during the sleeping hours. Often
one is wakeful nnd restless at night
because the stomach Is empty.
One physician says: "Man is the
only animal I know of who does not
deem It proper to sleep on a good
meal. The Infant Instinctively cries
to be fed at night, showing that food
Is necessary at that time, as well as
during the day, and that being left
too long without It causes the child
discomfort." So, If you crave It, the
supper advocates say, eat a light, easily
digested supper at bed time and the
long hours of sleep will work out for
you a problem In addition, Instead of
substraction in adipose tissue. But in
your eating at bed time be careful
what you eat, always having In mind
the sad fate of little Mary:
Mary had a little lamb.
Some steak and mushroom stew;
And eve the sunlit morning broke
She had the nightmare, too.
New York PresB.
Avoid

one-thi-

rd

FRIENDS OF ROOSEVELT.

Wja

In Which They Make Life Pleas-

ant for the
We have never had a President like
Roosevelt.
This Is said often, and is
true In several respects. It is especially true socially. He knows so many
people in other than a political way.
There Is almost no part of the country where he cannot go and find
friends other than political ones. If
he goes on a hunting expedition in
the far west he finds college mates
to entertain him. It he goes to Farm-Ingto- n
he finds relatives. If he stops
at New Haven he falls Into a group
which Includes a rough rider or two.
When he goes over to New York he
puts up with his own people and after
dinner goes to the Century Club and
spends an evening, aB any member
might.
What other President have we haft
who was at borne everywhere In such
associations as these? Mr. McKluley,
us the results of iiublic experience of
twenty-flv- e
yean,, knew men In all
parts of the country, but they were
uiustiy politicians and statesmen. If
he went anywhere he was entertained
with more or less stiffness and' had
tittle of the freedom of the private cltl-teThere is no President we have
aver had, says the Waterbury American, who everywhere could find the
hospitality which Is extended to the
man, and not the president, who,
therefore, could enjoy more or less
social privacy and could conceal himself from the exposure to which a
President Is subjected as President
Roosevelt can.
Sketch of Marihal Honlt.
Marshal Soult was one of Napoleon's
ablest generals. He was with the emperor through moBt of his European
campaigns, but It was In Spain that he
first came into conflict with Wellington. Soult and the French forces were
finally driven from the peninsula. After the defeat of Waterloo he rallied the
ruins of the French army at I. mm.
Upon the restoration of King Louis
XVIII. Soult was banished and was not
recalled until 1819. In 1838 he was sent
to England as the ambassador of
France, and was present at the coronation of Queen Victoria. He was received by the Duke of Wellington with
warmth and by the British public with
enthusiasm. In 1845 he retired from
honored with the
active duty and was
of
appointment of Marshnl-QenerFrance. He then retired to his chateau, Soultberg, near his birthplace,
where he died In 1851.
St. I.ouls Heroine.
Mamie Gleason, aged eight years, of
Bt. Iuis, lost her life In an attempt
to save her mother, Mrs. Llllle Gleason, whose clothing was in flames. Mrs.
Gleasou's dress caught Are from a blazing grate. She has been 111 for several
days. Her husband left her In bed
when he went to work. She probably
became delirious after he left and got
too near the fire. When her screams
aroused Hie neighbors her little child
was pulling at her skirts, obvious to
the fact that her own little dress was
blazing and her own flesh being seared.
"Mamma, mamma, I'll help you," she
cried. Charles Gleason, the woman's
put out the flames
brother-in-lawhich enveloped her, but the little girl
was fatally burned. The child died soon
Kigtat-Year-O-

eastern press that the western states
are not to be trusted with the funds,
with the work of irrigation, or with the
public lands. In bis state public lands
placed at its disposal had been handled
Judiciously and not $1 of the proceeds
bad been diverted to a wrong use. He
knew this was true also of Utah, Wyoming and other states. Mr. Shafroth
opposed the amendment, contending
that It would complicate the bill and
hamper the general government In Its
work of reclamation. He also opitosed
further discussion by this committee,
urging that the bill as now framed be
submitted to the general caucus and
Introduced In the House as early as
possible. The Mnrtlii intendment was
rejected, but it Is understood will ba
meeting of
renewed at a subseq't-m- t
the committee. This will be held Monday night next, when opinions and afterward.
views on the bill will be submitted by
Hypocrisy in a young man and afDirector Walcott of tha, geological survey, Commissioner
Hermann of the fectation in an old man are synonygeneral land office and Prof. HI wood mous.
Mead of the Agricultural Department,
Women are curious about everySouth
more In whose views have been requested by thing; men are curious only about

recommendations, with the required
preference to war veteranB. This registration system already is In operation
In the Navy and War Departments.
Representative Hill of Connecticut
Monday presented the majority report
oiunge
from the House commit'
of the
weights and measures,
.
eablllty
bill providing for the
l
report
sf gold and silver
la
year on
follows that
a added
the bill, although Mr Hill
to the
much new Informa mi
t metals,
world's supply of the pic
Vlie report says that inmous in
crease of gold product u run fl'B It UU- ct of pro-- a
necessary to consider tin
gradual
visions of the bill B
t
sllver dollar
change In the status
:
virtue of
and silver certlfleatrv
legal ten
which, Instead of bel
bet
limited
will
a
slli
lr stock of
In the last
coim-lamel-
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ANOTHER

REMARKABLE

In Winter
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Which tha Doctor Failed to Cure of
Understand.
A Medical man as a rule dislikes to
acknowledge the value of a proprietary
medicine in fact, professional etiquette debars him from doing so. Yet
there are many eminent physicians,
those most advanced in their professions, who give full credit to the great
curative properties of Vogeler's Curative Compound, from the fact that It
Is manufactured by an old and reliable
company, proprietors of St. Jacob's Oil,
from the formula of a brother physiy
cian, who
stands in the front
ranks of the most eminent medical men
In London, and on account of Its intrinsic merit, It Is largely prescribed by the
medical profession; but, In the case
which we are about to relate, the at- tending physician called It "rubbish,"
but, as it turned out, Mrs. Nettleton
tells the doctor that "rubbish or not, It
saved her life."
Mrs. Nettleton graphically relates
the particulars of her own case, which
will doubtless be of interest to many
of our lady readers:
"I had been an Intense sufferer for
many years from dyspepsia, liver and
Vldney troubles, when a little pamphlet was placed In my hands, and,
although at that time I had been bedridden for more than six months, I
determined, after reading some of the
wonderful testimonials therein of cases
similar to mine, which had been completely cured by the timely use of
Curative Compound, to try
some, especially as my doctors failed
to even benefit me, and I had almost
given up all hope of ever being well
again. It Is most Interesting, and, In
fact, marvelous to relate, that the very
first dose of fifteen drops relieved me.
It was not long before I was able to
get up and about; three months from
taking the first dose I was enjoying
better health than I had been for fourteen years. I continued well until a,
few months back, when I was taken 111.
again, my troubles being dyspepsia and
constipation. I had a doctor attending
me for a month, but continued to grow
worse, until I again found myself bedridden, when I bethought myself of my
old medicine, Vogeler's Curative Compound, which I immediately sent for
and took In place of the doctor's medicine; at that time I had not had a
movement of the bowels for five days,
but Vogeler'b Curative Compound soon,
put me on my feet again In fact, com- -'
pletely cured me a second time, but, of
course, this attack was not as bad as
the first, yet I fully believe I should
not havo been alive today had it not
been for Vogeler's Curative Compound.
If I had only thought to have taken
It when my last Illness took place, I
should not only have been saved much
suffering, but a $75 doctor's bill."
Mrs. Nettleton said: "I have recommended Vogeler's Curative Compound
for Indigestion and eczema, and In every case it has proved a cure beyond
a doubt. Mr. Swinbank, our chemist,
has sent me the names of no end of
people who have been cured by Vogeler's Curative Compound. By the way,
the proprietors have so much confidence In this great London physician's
discovery, that thoy will send a sample free to any person sending name
and address and naming this paper."
St. Jacob's Oil Cu, 2Q5 Clay Street,

Uae

Allan's Foot

e.

Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.

Dooley nays: "Vice Is a creature of
" DKn Mrs. Pinkiiam : Of all the
such hldjeous mien, as Hogan says, grateful daughters to whom you have
that tli' more ye see it th' betther ye g vii health and life, none are more
lad than I.
like It"
" My home and my life was happy
How-Thtar

'

r's

Baltimore, Md.
Mrs. Nettleton Is a confectioner, in
the Brighton Road, where she has been
established many yeais, and Is honored and respected by all classes. Her
statements as regards Vogeler's Curative Compound may, therefore, be regarded as reliable evidence of Its great
value. The public, however, may look
upon this remarkable statement as one
of the manywhich we are constantly
receiving from gratiful people all over
the world, who have been cured of
various maladies by the use of this
wonderful remedy, which Is the result

We offer One Hundred Dollars reward for any
ease of Catarrh that cannot be cured by HaU's
Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY
CO., Props.. Toledo, O.
We, tbe undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 rear and believe htm
perfectly honorable In all business tranaacttona
and financially able to carry out any obligations made by their Arm.
West t Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo,
O
Waldlng. Klnnan a Marvin, Wholeaala
liruggista. Toledo, Ohio
Hall'a Catarrh Cure la taken Internally, acting directly upon the blood and rauooua surface
of the system. Teatlnionlala sent free. Prlos
TOe per bottle.
Sold by all druggists.
Hall's Family Pills are the heat.
A Chicago mnn has a snake In his
stomach. It Is not unusual for Chicago
men to have snnkes. but they are usually satisfied with housing the reptiles In
their boots. Denver News.

PUTNAM FADELESS
DYES are
easier to use and color more goods brighter and faster colors than any other dye.
Sold by druggists, 10c. per package.

experience.

MISS BONNIE DELANO.

until Illness came upon me three years
ago. I first noticed it by being IrregA labor paper begs leave to amend It ular and having very painful and
A union man Is the noblest
to read:
scanty menstruation ; gradually my
work of God." Denver Postscripts.
general health failed ; I could not enjoy my meals ; I became languid and
fsyrop.
lira. Wlnalow'a Soothing-gums,
reducee
In
nervous, with griping pains frequently
Forcblldrea teething, soften the
allaya pala, curea wind colic. Uct bottle.
in the groins.
" I advised with our family physIn some hotels you can't get a waiter
to feed you until after he han been feed. ician who prescribed without any im
you.
you
fee him he feeds
When
One day he said. 'Try
Erovement.
A guaranteed cure for Rheumatism:
Marshall's Remedy for Rheumatism, Gout
and Neuralgia. All druggists refund money if It falls.
Insurance at Coat.
The people who insure in Colorado paid
t4.K4.0uT.S7 In premiums In 1900.
They got back for losses $1,897,275.11.
They paid over $3,tXX).tW .00 more than
they received.
If all had insured on o r plan, those
who paid the money woula have
more In their pockets than they now
have.
Insure with us; get your friends to do
the same.
Our savings have ranged from 22 to 50
per cent, of board rates.
Farmers' Alliance Mutual Fire Insurance Co., 420 Charles Uldg.. Denver.
12.500,-000.-

Remedies.'
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Trust worthv proof is abundant that
Lydla K. Pinkham's Vegetable

thousands
of
Compound
Baves
young women from dangers resulting
from organic irregularity, suppression
or retention of the menses, ovarian or
womb troubles. Kefure substitutes.

PUT UP

LN
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COLLAP3IUI.B

substitute for and superior to mustard or
any other piaster, und will not blister tbe
most delicate skin. The
and
cur&tlve qualities of this article are wonderful. It will stop tbe toothache at once, and
relleTO headache and sciatica. We recommend it as the best and safest external
counter-irritant
known, also us an external
remedy for pains In the chest nnd stomach
and all rheumatic, neuralgic and gouty complaints. A trial will prove what we claim
for It, and It will be found to be Invaluable
in the household. Many people say "it is the
best of all of your preparations.' Price 15
oen-tsat all druggists or other dealers, or by
sending this amount tounin postuge stamps
we will send you a ti.e by mail. No article
should be accepted by the public unless tbe
same carries our label, as otherwise it is not
MFQ. CO.,
CHESEBROUGr,
genuine.
17 State Street, New tobk City.
A
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Knoltm and solvit

W Ivhereber good crops
are groUm.
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Sold everywhere.
rgc2 Annual FREE.
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THE REASONS:
keiftnd aellimorempn'a
la w Allocs than any oilier two inan'f'ra in the wurld.
W. 1. Donalas H no und S3.ro Aim.', iilurrd Ride Iit
ahoea ot other makea. are
aide with $s.uo and
outwear two
found to b liiKt at good. They will
pairs ot ordinary a Mw ami aa.bo aoot-a- .
Mailt of tht best leathtrt. including Patent
Corona Kid, Corona Colt, anJ National Kangaroo.
E..IHI sad Always III.. I Hooks u,,.l.
fast
W.L. Douglas Si. 00
Unas Lias" csaool b. sqasllsd
Htioea nj iiimii
sum.
W. 1.. laoualua, aarucKl

Clr

LABORATORY

li"lta

Tests 100
Lawrence St.. Denver. Colo.
W. N. U.- - DENVER. NO. 3 1902
.hen Answering Advertisements Kindly
Mention This faper.
8

1,566,730 Pairs.

1901

MF

Balabliahcdlo Colorado. 1S66. Samplta bymail ur
cxpreaa will receive pro tn tit and careful attention
Gold & Silver Bullion "PeHA-VSr-Concentration
1736-173-

898,188 Pairs.

1801)

E. E. BURLINGAME & CO.,
ASSAY OFFICE
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Quinine.

m a Tew hours,
ns no bud eaoctti
per box. He mini
11,8 quinine preparatioua.
.
Trade iuupUed by W. a
ud aak tut Urumu-LaxUOOVbsti Jk Co.. iMuver.
X
Cures
irM hetulsrhe In a minute.
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INCH ESTER

well-know-

citizens.

"LEADER" and "REPEATER"
SMOKELESS POWDER 311 3TGUN SHELLS

The Roswell (New Moxlco) Cemetery
Association luis honied a rook book entitled the "Alfalfa Cook Book." Thin
seems like an InconirruouB mixture of
grave, gravy and crass.
Mother Gray's Sweet l'owdera for Children
Successfully used by Mother Gray, nurse
In tbe Children's Home In New York. Cure
Feveriahuess, Bad Htoniacb, Teething Disorders, move and regulate tbe Bowels and
Destroy Worms. Over 30,000 teotimouiala.
At all druggists, 20c. Baiuple tubs.
Alien B. Uimated, Lelloy, H. T.

I

; the next month. I was
better, and it gradually built me up
until in four months I was cured. This
is nearly a year ago and I have not
had a pain or ache since." Bohnis
Delano, 3248 Indiana Ave., Chicago,

did, thank llod

CAPSICUM VASELINE

physician's
are nearly
n
always representative and
of an eminent

He.

DELANO
a powder. Your feet feel uncomfortable, MISS BONNIE
nervous, and often cold and damp. If
41
you have Chilblains, sweating, sore feet
or tight shoes, try Allen's Foot-EasBold by all druggists and shoe stores, A Chicago Society Lady, la a
?;Sample sent FREE.
Address
Letter to Mrs. Pink ham Bays:

re used by the best shots in the country because they sre so accurate,
uniform snd reliable. All tbe world's championships and records have been
won and made by Winchester shells. Shoot them snd you'll shoot well.

USED BY THE BEST SHOTS. SOLD EVERYWHERE
.
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A Mormon bishop who had twelve wlvea
and wanted another, couldn't get her
because she refused to be the
But he Bolved the problem
by marrying two women at once, each of
whom cluimed to be No. 14.
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Do not suffer the agonies of Rheumatism. Marahall's Hemedy for Rheumatism .Gout and Neuralgia ia guaranteed
by all druggists.

"I have horror of being burled alive,"
g
storekeeper. "Well,
said the
for gracious' suke. why don't you advertise
said hla friend.
easy-goin-

f

To Cure a Cold in One day.

Take Laxative Brume Quinine TableU. All
druggists refund money if it fails to cure. 25c
A man who hnd a fight with his neighbor and bit a chunk out of hla ear was
bound over to keep the peace not the
piece.
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SalxetB

Marshall's Remedy for Rheumatism Is
to cure; tha dollar back If It
Juaranteed druggiats.
That '01 pf ua was called upon to cross
the great divide last year ia a reason
why we '01 be thankful.
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